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OUR B:fcF INDUSTRY.
In your edition of February 13th I
read an article by Ο. M. Richardson entitled, "Ifctirying vs. I$eef Growing."
The author of this contribution is undoubtedly honest in purpose, but, it
seems to me, is given to error in his suppositions. ile takes exceptions to the
position of the Maine Farmer in encouraging beef production in Maine. I
eudorse your paper's attitude toward
the beef industry, and am prepared to
prove by facts—uot suppositions—that
beef producing cattle can be protitably
raised in Maine to-day.
Dairying is
profitable. On that proposition your
contributor and I stand together. My
claim is this: That dairying does not
"yield far greater protits than beef raising," and that the net returns from the
"white faces" will compare favorably
with the net income from the dairy
cows.

SMITH,

i'o-M B ock.
ί

MAINS.

PARIS,

spec'ait}

BH(K)KS,

Facts are particularly attractive to me.
Something interesting in this line was
recently published, a report of the
creameries of Maine. It is perhaps impossible to obtain statistics that are accurate to a nicety ; yet these figures are
substantially correct and should receive
credit. The following data are from the

report of S. W. Matthews, commissioner
of the bureau of industrial and labor
statistics. There are 04 creameries in
the state, whose management is repreMAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
sented by
creamery plants. Fourteen
attention
I <>llection* receive my promt personal
plants which make butter only, report
Remittances made day claim Is paid.
an average annual yield of 1»>4 pounds
Ali matter» reported on promptly.
per ?ow and 13 of these plants report
EORtiE P. JONES Λ SON,
$30.29 the average amount per cow paid
\ I
to patrons.
Twenty-three plants which
Dentists,
make butter and also sell cream, report
MAINE.
NORWAY,
$34.50 the amount paid to patrons per
U« Main St.
cow.
The 38 plants paid their patrons
an average of $.14.20 per cow, and the
f I KRRlcK A PAKE.
total value of productions, including
2 1
waste product, averages $46.70 per cow.
Attorneys at Law,
If the average dairy cow of Maine
MAINE.
BETHEL,
were a 300- pound cow, our Canton friend's
Park
C·
Ellery
Herrlck
K.
Addt%on
opinions would be correct. As a dairyman I ant striviuj: for that 300 pound an
1 oils S. HARLOW.
uual average. Ilere is a condition that
our farmers need to ponder, prevalence
Attorney at Law,
of inferior cows in the dairy breeds.
MAINS.
D1XFIBLD.
What is the reason Maine has been the
Jersey's "stamping ground" for the last
J. WALDO
half century? Holmes, Boutelle, Blanchard, Pierce, Cobb, Briggs, such men have
lavished their money and exercised their
genius as breeders for the advancement
of the dairy industry. Why should the
GRANGE BLOCK,
NORWAY. average annual butter product of the
Over Advertiser Office,
state fall below 3)0 pounds per cow··.' My
I» ΚΟΒΑΤΕ SOT1CES.
judgment is that the common farmer is
s
Estât·
the
To all persons Interested In either of
responsible for this condition. If our
hereinafter name·! :
farmers as a mass could be awakenAt a I'rol.ate Court, held at Parle, In and dairy
the possibilities within their
to
fi >r the County of « »xford, on the third Tuesday of ed
thousand
one
Lord
our
of
of enlarged producIn
the
year
Keb.,
possibilities
jjrasp,
matter
The following
nine hundred and two.
tion through producing blood wisely
having l>een presented for the action thereupon
handled (not dwarfed by adverse prehereinafter Indicated. It Is hereby Okdkkkij :
That notice thereof l>e given to all |>ersons In
natal circumstances and stunted in later
to be
this
order
of
a
causing
copy
terestcd, by
development) it would be unnecessary
In the Ox
published three weeks successively
of Kathleen's Son at
ford Democrat. a newspaper published at South to advertise the get
a
at
mav
thin
appear
*2"> a head, l'edigreed dairy cattle
I'arls, In said County, tnat
Probate Court to be held at "said Paris, on the would receive an
uplift in values never
thirl Tuesday of Mar., A. D. lSWi, at a of the
If before realized.
clock In th<> forenoon, and be heard thereon
Now let us look at the beef business.
they see cause.
of $150 for the
LORETTA J. BROCK, In te of Paris, deceased Our friend's estimate
Will and petition for probate thereof presented gross annual income from ten beef cattle
therein
by James S. Wright, the executor
1 is too ludicrous to receive comment. His
named.
basis of calculation in his dairy estimates
deceased.
of
I'arls,
EUNICE C. HARDY, late
is eight cows: and they are good ones..
Petition for order of distribution of balance re
H. So we will consider good stock cows.
malnlng in his hands presented by Charles
tieorge, administrator.
My imagination will not be drawn on
what oue of
FREELAND SWAN, late of Paris, deceased for an illustration. Kather,
Petition for allowance out of personal estate my neighbors did last year will be statwidow.
Mehltable
Swan,
presented by
ed.
His achievement is exceptional
I
EDWARD WRIGHT FULLER, late of Paris, only in that very few farmers are trying
allow
for
account
Final
presented
deceased.
to do what he did; namely, get the best,
ance by Frank A. Shurtlelf, administrator.
believe in it implicitly, and stay with it.
WKBSTEK FITCH, of Hiram, beneficiary. He raised a
pair of steer calves. These
Second aecouut presented for allowance by
calves represented the uross annual iuJohn l*. Kltch, trustee.
Their living was
cows.
two
of
come
FRED W. FITCH, of Htrsni, beneficiary.]
practically what the cows furnished on
Second account presented f>r allowance by
ha ν and grass. These cows received
John P. Kltch, trustee.
any grain. The calves
very little it"
MARY A. WALTON, late of Peru, deceased
Petition for license to sell and convey real lined at weaning time ·*> ft. ti in., and
M.
Thompson
Clarence
estate presented by
would have weighed 1400 pounds. Their
administrator.
tiesh was good enough to top the market.
It*
...ill
»lw.
au'li ti«rnit.w
ADDISON Ε HERRICK.
Judge of said Court.
making the bvei
"about six cents,"
A true copy—Attest
value of the calves, $84. These calves
ALBERT I>. PARD, Register.
ate a little grain, only a .small amount.
Four dollars would probably cover its
ΡΚΟΒΛΤΚ ΜΊΊι 1 ν
Thus $40 would represent the
To all arsons Interested tn either of the estates value.
:
hereinafter immt-'l
gross income of each cow for une year
At a Probate Court InM at Kumford. In ail·! for on a
strictly beef basis. Now I will
of Feb.,
the County of < >xford. on the i«l Tue·"lay
income was.
In the year of our Lord one thousand nine hun- state what the actual gross
He exdred anil two, the following matter having been H** sold these calves for *1U0.
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l>re-«ented for the action thereupon
hibited them at one agricultural fair
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1
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am unable to say what part of these
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
at a
premiums was won by the calves under
Paris, In said County, that they may appear
1 feel confident, howfro lia te Court to be held at Pa'rle, on the consideration.
the
nine
of
Iat
A.
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of
Mar.,
third Tuesday
ever, that it could not have been less than
clock tn the forenoon, an·! be heard thereon If
$10. This is the beef business in Maine
they sec cause:
The man who attempts to
MARY K. RICHARDSON, late of Olxlleld. to-day.
allowproduce beef with ill-adapted animals
decease·). Klnal account presented for
bonis will make as
ance by Johu ». Harlow, .fimlnlstrator de
great a failure as the man
non.
who tries to make butter from beef catHENRIETTA B. THOMPSON, late of Dix tle. The Farmer is right. Maine is big
iield, deceased. Klnal account presented for enough for the "white faces," the Shortallowance by John N. Thompson, executor.
horns, the Jerseys aud the Holsteins.
JOSEPHINE H. NEWMAN, late of Dlxiield, In the
days coming, somebody within
deceased. Klnal account presented for allowher borders is going to produce the
ance by John ,s. Harlow, executor.
of each. Who will it be?
ARTHUR L. NEW M AN ET A LS. wards, of highest types
—J. 11. Underwood iu Maine Farmer.
Dlxiield. Petition for license to sell and cou
Lu
H.
e,
vey real estate presented by Henry
THfc FAHMth'S WORKSHOP.
«uardlan.
Every fanner should have a convenient
ADDISON K. HERR1CK, Judge of said Court
A true copy Atte-t
workshop as a measure of economy, aud
AI.UKRT D. PARK. Register.
the winter is the time to work in it.
It is hardly to be expected that the
Notice of Fi'st Meeting of Creditors.
ploughs, wagons, harrows, forks, shovels
In the IMstrlct Court of the United States for the and other farm tools have passed the
District of Maine. In Uankruptcy.
summer and fall without breakage of
;
In the matter of
Bankruptcy
greater or less degree, ami now is the
JOHN H WHITNEY,
most opportune time for repairing them.
Bankrupt. I
Rumof
H
John
Whitney
of
To the creditors
A workshop should be supplied with
<ll»trlct aforeford. In the County of Oxford and
all of the most necessary tools in the use
said, a bankrupt.
dav
of
14th
the
on
of which some one or more of the "men
Notice Is hereby given that
H. Whltne*
Keb., A. D. lfwi, the said John
will be somewhat skilled.
that the tlrst folks"
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and
Next to having the tools and knowing
the
meeting" of his creditors will be held at 11th
how to use them, is their being well arCourt House, In South Paris Me., on the
o'clock
day of March, A. D. IWi. at 10the said ranged—a place for every thing and everywhich time
a!
In the forenoon,
in its place—so that no time need
creditors may attend, prove their cla'ins, thing
»uch other
appoint a trustee, an-ι transact before said be lost in looking for them.
come
busto·*· as may properly
Especially iu the busy summer season
meeting.
time is money, ami a marked saving iu
Keb. £iUi, I Jo·-.
HENRY W. OAK EH,
both will be made if the tools are in
Referee lu Bankruptcy.
order and in their proper places.
It is poor economy to have to run to
the shop one, two or three miles away
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors.
when an axe helve is to be set in, or a
In the District Court of the United States for
rake .wants a new tooth.—Farmer.
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
A*torrey at Law.
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in the matter of
HARRY S. SIM

ANSKY,} In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
of
To the creditors of Harry S. Slmanskv.
Ktitnford Kails. In the Couiity of Oxford and

dl-trlct aforesaid, a bankrupt.
Notice Is hereby given that on the 17th day of
S. S|man»ky
Keb., A. D. ISUs, the said Harry
the drsi
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that
Court
meeting of his creditors will be held at the
of
House, In South Paris, Me on the Uth day
forenoon,
the
in
March. \. I>. I;*».', at 10 o'clock
at whl· η time the said credltois may attend,
and
prove their claims, appoint a trustee
transact such other business as may proper
said
tiefore
meeting.
come
ly
Keb. Jlth, lauj.
HKNKY W. OA Κ ES,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
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H. W. Record, Paris, the owner of Bay
Nelson by Nelsou 2.09, reports last seasou as one of his most prosperous seasons iu the stud.
Bay Nelson is in the
pink of condition this winter, his weight
being 1,120 pounds. This horse is not
only a sire of speed, but invariably a sire
of good salable horses.
Bay Nelson
stands lt> hands, is a dark mahogany
bay with superior conformation, style
and finish, aud mauy of his colts stand
His dam,
lti hands at four years of age.
Flora B., by Howe's Bismarck, 2d dam
Brigham, is by young Bundy, a Morgan.
The Brigham mare is dam of C'apitola,
2.22 1-2, Leon Morris, and other fast
Flora B. had but few equals on
ones.
the road.

PROGRESS OF AGHICULTURAL INVESTIGATION.
The agricultural colleges and experiment stations of the United States have
enjoyed a year of unusual prosperity
and have materially increased their resources, facilities and number of students. There are now 57 experiment
stations in the United States. The total
income during 1900 was 81,170,857. The
stations employed 693 persons in the
work of administration and inquiry and
during the year published 3^0 annual reports and bulletins, which were distributed to over half a million of addresses. There are now some S00 agricultural experiment statious and kindred
institutions in the diiferent countries of
the world. The department of agriculture has been making a special study
of the history aud present status of the
farmers' institute movement in the
United States and abroad. Many problems regarding better organization and
further development of the institutes
have ariseu antl in view of the uational
;ind international aspects of the farmers'
institute movement, the department of
agriculture should give the institutes
It is urged that the office of
more help.
experiment stations be made the central
agency for the promotion of the Interests
of the institutes and that congress be
asked for a special appropriation to
enable the office to undertake this work.
The agricultural investigations in Alaska
have been continued with favorable results. Vegetables in considerable variety have been grown both in the coast
region and in the interior, and barley
ami rye matured at the new station established at Rampart in the Yukon valley last year. An' experiment station
lias been established in Hawaii in the
vicinity of Honolulu, and experiments
with taro and other crops have been beA beginning of experiment
guu there.
station work has also been made in
l'orto Kico, where experiments will be
undertaken in the culture of coffee and
citrus and other fruits.—Mirror and
Farmer.

By FREDERIC VAN RENSSELAER DEY.

Author of "Not Like Other Men." Etc.

Copyright, 1901, by Frederic Van Rensselaer Dey.
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I do not know If that was the reason,
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WHAT JAMES KNEW ABOUT THE PAST.
is not necessary to describe In detail the discovery of tbe body of

IT

Burr Pendleton or the effect that
the discovery and its consequences
produced upon the community and particularly upon those who knew him in-

timately.
The mysterious disappearance of the
servant James pointed the finger of suspicion in his direction and naturally diverted it from other suggestions. Not
even α faint indication of such a thing
attaching to Craig Wyndham was heard
or thought
The coroner's jury found that death
had been caused by a dagger in the
hands of one James Ferguson, valet to
the deceased, and every effort of the

police was exerted to bring about hie
capture, but even such a sensational
affair was soon partially forgotten, and

the newspaper comments diminished
from columns to paragraphs and then

although I think It must have been."
"What time of day was that, Junies?"

"About 5 o'clock In the afternoon.
The sun was shining, and there were
hundreds of people within call; so I
do not think the man really muant anything like violence."
What happened
"Well, go ahead.
then?"
"The lady was a hundred feet or so
In advance of us when the man confronted her. We were walking slowly
toward them. Whether Mr. Pendleton
was looking at them or not I do not
know, but I was, for I thought the actions of betîï rather strange. I noticed
that they talked rather excitedly and
that they seemed to be known to each
otlu-r. In the meantime we were drawWe had almost
ing nearer to them.
reached them when the lady turned
suddenly away, as if to leave the man,
and he reached out and seized her by
the arm.

"That was more than Mr. Pendleton
ceased altogether.
He
could stand, as you know, sir.
The day after the funeral Pendleraised his hat, adI stopped instantly,
and
sent
for
ton's lawyer
Wyndham
dressed the lady in Spanish, as though
A PROBLEM OF DAIRYING.
told him of a will in his possession by he had known her all his life, and at
and which
While awaiting the breeding
Craig Wyndham was made sole the same time utterly Ignored the man.
growth of the better cows we all so much legatee of all tbe pro]>erty tbat PendleAs for him, he hesitated an instant, and
wish for, it will be well to give increased
ton bad owned. It directed blm to pay I never saw such a tiendish expression
attention to the securing of greater
to James Ferguson a stated annuity as on the face of α man as that which
pro tits through a reduction in the cost
This can be reached far long as he lived, and there were sev- swept over his at that Instant. But he
tf feeding.
more promptly than can a marked gain eral minor bequests of like nature. The
did not say a word. Instead he turned
in the powers of production of the cow. will also contained tbe following away and walked rapidly down the avNot enough attention has been given to clause:
enue.
this factor of the problem of successful
"I make also the following express
"The lady murmured a few words to
and
feeds
fodders
Providing
dairying.
wish: With this my last will and testa- Mr. Pendleton.
I think they were
for the cows at less cost, thus leaving a
ment I will place In the hands of my words of thanks. Ile raised his hat,
wider margin of profit to the operator, is
attorney a certain scaled envelope suid two words in reply, und we conat the present time the problem that doiuands the leading attention of the dairy- which will be delivered into the hands tinued on our way.
man.
The scramble after the cow of of my legatee and executor, Craig
"That, sir, is all there was of that
five hundred pounds of butter a year Wyudliam, as soon as convenient after Incident, but the man who afterward
well be given a rest for a time for
the study of the growing of choice beef,
and when the fact is well drilled into us
that type governs purpose and that dollars follow, type selection will be made
with special reference to a lower cost

cau

feeding.
A suggestive idea was that brought
forward by a eading dairyman the other
day in reply to complaint over the high
"I
cost of grain feeds for his cows.
raised all the grain needed by my cows,
save a little cottonseed meal, and I guess
I can stand the increased cost of that."
That grain feed, grown, as it was, on his
own farm, was costing that dairyman no

ordinary years.
hard problem

The one
to get his
money back, while the other wan realizing a reasonable profit.—Maine Farmer.
more
was

than in
it

tiuding

a

TAPPING MAPLE TREFS
There are some line points to be observed even in such a simple matter as
tapping a sugar maple tree. Here are
five points, just for instance.
Point 1. Only a sharp bit should be
used, one that will make a clean-cut
hole.
Point 2. The hole need not be more
than three inches deep. The investigations of the Vermont experiment station
have shown that hardly any sap comes
from a greater depth.
Point 3. The hole should be carefully
cleaned of chips, because even a very
small quantity of waste matter will clog
the spout, obstruct the flow of sap, and
seriously reduce the yield of sugar.
Point 4. A spout should be chosen of
such a pattern as will allow the freest
flow of sap. It should interfere with
the wood tissue of the tree as little as
possible. The hark, rather than the
wood, should play an important part in
holdiug the spout firm.
Point ά. The spout should be strong
enough, and its hold on the tree firm
enough, so that it will safely support
the sap bucket. Moreover the spout
should be easy to iusert and easy to reThe various spouts commonly
move.
sold at the hardware stores differ materially in their merits when judged by
the foregoing tests. The sugar maker
will do well to examine them all carefully before buying his supply for the

coming

season.

COW TO KEEP.
Statistics tell us that the average cow
produces only 130 pounds of butter in a
year, and that to yield a profit to her
owner she must produce not less than
1!Ό pounds. By this we muet believe
that the average cow not only fails to
pay her board, but is kept at a considerable loss to her owner. Why is this so?
The answer is plain; with too many
dairy farmers a cow is a cow. Scrub
stock with no particular breeding is responsible for this state of atTairs. The
crossing of one breed with another and
the progeny passing from oue owner to
another and being bred to anything and
everything until their identity is lost is a
prime cause. It is this kind of stock
that is kept on more thau 75 per cent of
the farms of Maine.
Do not make the mistake of crossing
one breed with another with the expectation of getting something that will
bring profitable returns in both meat
and butter. Select the branch of the
business for which you have the greatest
liking and for which your location is
best adapted, aud breed only thoroughbreds of the highest type for your particular purpose. Much of your stock
may then be sold for breeding purposes
If
at about double the price of grades.
you keep grades, always make it a point
to breed to a thoroughbred sire of good
ancestry, that a higher standard may be
reached.—Ο. M. Richardson, in Farm
and Home.
THE

FARM FAGOTS.
A farm without modern conveniences
and improvements is the one the boys
are going to leave.
Haul out the manure now; do not
wait uutil the time for planting arrives.
On wiuter wheat spread it as you draw
it.
Some one has said that some cows
give milk and others give trouble. True.
The one that gives trouble gives little

milk, usually.
Keep grade cattle if you can't keep
thoroughbreds, but don't keep the

grade" sort.
Heredity is all right,

"down

but there is something in feed, care aud general management of the calf and heifer for making

good milch

cows.

The average May pig with average
There has been at timos more or less care does better by fall, usually, than
those farrowed in March.
suspicion among patrons of creameries
in this state of unreliable testing of
of
commissioner
The dairy
The grange shows in its 34 years
cream.
Minnesota does not propose to allow uf history that from ridicule and cooas an
monkeying with the test in his juris- tempt it has arisen to recognition
diction. The secretary of the Delà van educator second only to our common
and fined for school system, as a spiritualizing agency,
creamery has been arrested
cut
second to the Christian church, as a
instructing his buttermaker to short
to none,
the test of the milk and cream that came promoter of fraternity, second
and as a believer in the equal rights of
to his creamery.—Maine Farmer.
the greatest
women it keeps
pace with
in educators of the day.
stockman
the
youngest
Probably
————————
the town of Waterford is Chas. B. LeonEast Brown field, is a
the ι J. W. Perkins,
saved
has
lie
old.
six
ard,
years
of Hereford and Durham stock.
of pennies, breeder
the
in
him
way
money given
He has 10 pair of oxen and steers, and
and has bought a pair of llolstein steers one
that
pair of oxen among the lot
six months old which he intends tu
fairs in
never were beaten at any of tbe
break and handle himself.
Perkins
Mr.
their class for drawing.
the
Farmers "out West" wonder when
price of land ia going to stop ascending.

THE KNIFE
THROWERS

does

general farming

extensively

winters.

and limbers quite

he has been made aware of the conTbe contents of
tents of this my will.
tbe envelope aforesaid will explain to
tny executor certain duties which I deeire him to perforin in the event of
my death and which I believe he will
perforin to the best of his ability and
which, for reasons of my own, I do not
I
care to embody in this document.
do, however, consider it Just that I
should here ask pardon for placing
such grave responsibilities upon him
and also for keeping secret from him
the fact that I have done so."
The will was drawn and executed immediately I !V>re Pendleton departed
for Mexico, and only the lawyer who
drew It and Pendleton hiinst\If were
Inasmuch as
aware of its contents.
Burr Pendleton had no near relatives,
the will was probated without objection, aud Craig Wyndham found himself suddenly a very rich man.
in

Till*

lie

meantime

UIVl

nsvuuri·

the club, ou the street
nud In (livers places. Indeed ft seemed
tu him that It was the iuteutiou of the
Mexican to throw himself constantly
tu his way. but between them ou the
occasion of such meeting there was
always exhibited the utmost cordiality.
Kscudem retained his quasi membership in the club, and always Wyndham
watched him furtively while he awaited replies to certain inquiries he had

frequently

at

Bent out to Mexico and to other places.
It seemed to him that Escuderi had
the air of one who was killing time ae
best he could while he awaits the happening of some expected event, but
what that event might be Wyndham

could uot even conjecture.
The Interview between Wyndham
and old James had taken place —In
fact, several of them—but at this point
it Is necessary only to refer to one of
them.

Insulted my master and thus compelled
him to send a challenge was the same
man, Captain Romero. who is called
the deadliest duelist in Mexico; so you
see, sir, there must have been some
connection between the two afTalrs."
"Undoubtedly, James."
"And now, sir. If you will permit me
to surmise α little, I have an idea."
"Let me hear It, by all means."
"The evening before the duel Mr.
Pendleton was busy for some time preparing his affairs. Then he went out,
ostensibly to the opera, but I know he
did not go there, for about midnight

a little after Captain Agramonte,
who was to be his second, called and
told me so, Inquiring for him. The following morning I received a note In
his handwriting telling me to defer all
action twenty-four hours longer thaihe had told me to do when he went
away, and the note was brought by the
or

same person who on the preceding day
delivered one to my master in the
pateo of the hotel Just as we were go-

ing out for luncheon, and. sir. what ιβ
more important, it was the same per-

who came to me a few hours before Mr. Pendleton's return and gave
uie a verbal message to have everything packed and in readiness. That
hist message I am sure my master did
not seud.
"I know that Mr. Pendleton engaged
In the duel with Captain Romero, and
1 know that he shot him. for I heard
him ask Captain Agramonte Just before our train left the station about
the condition of Romero. It Is my
opinion, sir, that the lady who was
doubtless the real cause of the duel
son

sent for him that evening when he was
to go to the opera, and I believe that
I.

usual, at such times
been engaged In discussing the incidents that had happened to Pendleton
They had.

as

he asked of James.
"Yes, sir; I saw him two or three
times."
"Did the mau who was with Mr.
Pendleton the evening we found him
resemble the duelist at all?"
"Not at all. that I remember."
"Now, James, go back to the moment
you first knew that a duel was to be
fought llow did you know about it?"

offended her. I"—
"Tell me about that Incident. James."
"We were on the Paseo together,
walking. I was a few feet behiud Mr.
We were near what Is
Pendleton.
known as the Indian statue, which is
located rather farther up the avenue
than pedestrians usually go. A little
way In advance of us was a lady and

her maidservant. When we got near
the statue, a mau appeared suddenly
from behind it or one of the big cypress
trees, I don't know which. lie walked
rapidly toward the lady, and she stopped still, as if she were frightened, but
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"The mon uns Captain fiomero, the
deadlleist duelist in Mexico."
she tried to prevent the meeting. This
is only guesswork. sir, but I cannot
conhelp thinking that the duel was a
on the
encounter
that
of
sequence
Paseo, and that the murder of Mr.
Pendleton is somehow related to both

affairs."
"No doubt, James:

doubt whatBut I believe we may go back
ever.
all
even farther than that and say that
three of the occurrences grew out of
the causes of your master's Journey to
Mexico. We will have to search farther
back than the encounter on the Paseo
for the motive for the taking of the life
of Burr Pendleton. James, was this
trip you made with B;-rr the first time
you had been to Mexico?"
James hesitated and looked away for
a moment. Then, more to himself than
to his companion, he said:
"It can do no harm for me to tell
no

about It now."
"It Is your duty to tell everything
that will help me to clear lip this mystery," said Wyndham sharply. "That
was your second visit to Mexico, then?"
"My third, sir."
"Indeed! Tell me about the others."
"I was there twice, sir, with the father of Mr. Burr, but I promised him

Hood Farm, Lowell, Mass., when
Stock owners who have
used it would not be with out it.
I would never speak about It, sir.
Cures the worst cases. Just the rem- that
to anybody, and I sever have until
have
been
owners
stock
lpoking
edy
now."
for. Should l>e used with

required.

"Not even to Burr?"
"No, sir; not even to him."
"That was wrong, James."
"That may be, Mr. Wyndham, but I
believed 1 was doing my duty."
A pepsin preparation which aids
"We need not argue that point. Tell
digestion, creates an appetite, and me when you went there first."
keeps calves from shrinking. The
"It was shortly after I became a
perfect combination for checking member of the Pendleton family. I waa

Hood Farm
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At

TER that there was a hiatus
"Ah. I begin to see daylight, James.
which lasted several weeks,
Tell me all you know about that event."
during which nothing worthy
"I know very little—ouly that he
here
of
record
happened.
married within a mouth after we arrived in Mexico and therefore within m yudham and Escudera continued to
four months of the death of Mr. Burr's meet as they had done before, and
mother. Perhaps It was for that rea- thfre were oilier interviews between
son that he Insisted upon keeping the James and Wyndham, which, however,
matter a profound secret and made me developed nothing new.
The letters sent to Mexico by Wyndpromise that I would never refer to our
visits there to anybody under any cir- linm were answered, but from them he
1 have kept that promise derived no information that was of
cumstances.
benefit to hiin In his search for the
until today, sir."
"I)o you think tiiat Burr knew of this defiant mystery that had shrouded the
second marriage of his father. Jnmes?" life of Burr Pendleton.
With the exception that now and
"I am quite sure that he did not. sir."
"I mean at the time he went to Mex- then some Incident would recall the
event to the memory of a reporter, the
ico—at any time before his death."
"I do not think he ever knew of it, tragedy of which Pendleton was the

Mr. Wyndham."
"Do you know the family name of
the lady who became Mrs. Pendleton?"
"No, sir. and, besides, there is another thing, sir, which may be Importhe lady was never known as
tant
Mrs. Pendleton. We traveled in Mexico under another name, but I cannot
tell you that name, Mr. Wyndham, because I have forgotten it."
—

"Forgotten it, James?"
"Yes, sir, 1 have forgotten it."
Wyndham did not believe this statement. but no amount of argument
could induce James to change his r·ply to the question, and it was finally
abandoned.
"Tell me about your second trip
there, James," lie proceeded.
"We were called there by the illness
t( the lady who was Mr. Pt ndleton's
wife. She died and was buried before
He was greatly shocked.
we arrived.
We did not remain very long—about
1 saw very little of
ten days, 1 think.
him then, as before. He did not seem
like himself at all, and he never recovered from the shock. Although he lived many years afterward, it affected
him until his death."
"Was there a child or were there
ΠΙ 11(1 l'CU

James?"
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that Is. 1 don't really
"No, sir
I think Mr.
know, but 1 think not.
Pendleton would have told me had
such been the ease."
"Let lue sum this business up a little.
According to your statements. Mr. l'endleton lived with his second wife two
months and then cauie uurtli again. Is
—

that right?"
"About that, sir."
"How long after that was It that you
made the second trip to .Mexico?"
"About a year—a little more than
No. sir, pardon me: it
that, 1 think.

less than a year. My
memory Is uot.as clcir as it used to
be."
"How do you account for the fact
that he remained so long a time away
from his bride?"
"1 hardly know how to reply to that.
I know that he was very fond of lier,
and it Is my belief that when we came
north and left lier there he expected
that she would follow him very so in.
I think there was some trouble oT some
kind, but 1 never knew what it was.
He was overwhelmed with business. 1
know that he received letters from lier,
or at least from Mexico, constantly,
and I know that he wrote to her very
often. 1 think it likely that her coming was delayed from week to week
was

something

and that he refrained froin'going to
her during that year at her request. I
am sure that nothing else could have
kept him here waiting."
"Ile did not take you Into his confi-

In Mexico. James."
"1 am sorry that I cannot." replied
the old man obstinately, "but it lias
1 would not
gone from me entirely.
recognize it even if I should hear it."
It was plain to Wyndbani that James
had determined that he would not reveal the name and had adopted the
plan of forget fulness as the best means
of avoiding argument, and the old
man's resolution could be accounted
for in only one way, which was that
he bad given an absolute promise that
he would never tell It.
"Robert Pendleton must have had a
strong reason for binding Ills servant
to such Inviolate secrecy." mused
Wyndliam. "and he also must have
had a strong reuson for adopting it In

the first place."
lie turned to James ngaln.
"Why did Mr. Pendleton make use
of an assumed name at all?" he asked.
"He never told me that, sir."

"Do you know?"
"I think so—pnrtly. I do know that
It had nothing to do with his marriage, for he chose the name before we
left New York, and he never saw her
until after we arrived In Mexico. He
went there on some business that had
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"How old waa BurrT"
"Not quite two yeara, ■lr."
"Well, what took you there?"
"Mr. Robert Pendleton had some busihla
ness there that had been left by
father. I do not know much about

been liis father's. lie believed that lie
could best attend to It If he were not
known. And yon must remember one
thing, sir—although people In Mexico
knew him by a name not his own, hie
wife, although she never bore his right
name openly, must have known what
It was, for the letters he received were
properly addressed. I believe others
were deceived, but that she was not
Now, sir, I have really told you all I

very little of my master duriug
that t'me. We had rooms at the Hotel
Iturbld?. where I remained, hut Mr.
Pendleton was rarely there either day
or night, and I only know that his time
was passed at a house in Taeubaya. at
a fine residence which he told me he know—more, in fact, for I have made
had purchased, but which he subse- bold to conjecture a great deal. Perhaps out of it all you may And the
quently disposed of."
missing links in the broken chain. I
"When and how?"
am sure I cannot help you any more
"That I do not know, sir."
"Why did he buy the house and why unless you take me to Mexico and let
did he pass his time there instead of at me point out tlic house where he lived.
That might help you, sir."
bis rooms in the hotel?"
"I did not know until long afterward,
Mr. Wyndham, but the fact is he had
CHAPTER VII.
fallen In love with a Mexican lady and
WYNWIAM'S CAME OF DOUBLES.
married her."
saw

dence in this matter, then?"
"No. sir; only concerning the marriage Itself."
"Did you ever see the lady?"
"Never, sir."
"Nor a picture of her?"
"I did not."
"I wish you could remember the
lived
name under which your master

In Mexico and for the third or fourth
time referred to the duel. Wyndham
had already connected the name of Romero with that of Escudera and was
of the opinion the two were related.
"Did you ever see the man with
whom your master fought the duel?"

"Mr. Burr told me."
"Tell me how he told you; tell me
just what he said."
"He usked me If I remembered an
Incident that occurred one afternoon
on the Pasco when he defended a lady
from the attentions of a man who had

thnt, sir, for I always tried to keep my
place and to mind my own affairs. lie
lutended when lie started to remain
only a short lime, but we were in the
City of Mexico three months, and I

'"I cannot recommend lood'a Sarnapwill»

too highly m » «prior media (ne. When we
take It in the eprlnr we»lTfeel better
the summer." mm. 8. H. NiiL, McCrtn. Pi.

through

Hood'· Sarsaparllla promises to
kosps the promlss.

| our· and

victim was almost forgotten.
Even Wyndham himself began to despair of ultimate success, or. rather,
he had about made up his mind to go
to Mexico himself, where he believed
the solution of the affair was located,
when an event occurred which altered

nil his piano and which brought things
ultimately to a climax.
lie was sitting Idly in the clubhouse

one afternoon, wearily thinking over
all that had occurred and endeavoring
to decide what was best for him to do
next, when one of the servants informed him that a lady in a carriage at the
door wished to speak to him.
Ile rose wonderlngly, for Craig Wyndham wns In no sense a ladles' man. He
never sought their society and, in fact,
That
avoided them when he could.
one should drive to the clubhouse door

to return to the hotel I will 1»e o' llged.
I gave bitn other orders when we started. He does not understand English."
"Does be understand tlie city sufficiently well to drive you about?"
"Quite so. thank you."
Wyndham raised Ills hat and closed

the carriage door; then, having given
the necessary directions to the driver
and standing motionless while the vehicle rolled away, he turned and reentered the club. As he mounted tbe
steps lie happened to raise bis eyes
and, peering at him from one of the
windows, was the smiling and handsome face of Carlos Escudera, who
nodded at him genially.
Wyndham could barely repress a
start of apprehension lest the Mexican
bad seen and recognized tbe lady or
It was Impossicne of her servants.
ble to determine whether he bad or
not, but be recalled with sudden emphasis tbe word of warning that t'arnun del Puente had given him.
He walked through to the back parlor of tbe club aud, having seated himself beside the grate, dropped the card
that he still held in bis hand upon the
coals and watched It until it had bunted to ashes. Then with the poker he
destroyed the ashes, punching them
down among the glowing embers. As
he straightened up In his chair he
heard the soft voice of Carlos Escudera behind him.

"Have pity on a poor fellow, Wyudham," be said. "aj»l give me the lw>neflt of your soclet)· a little while. In
my language ther* Is no word which
expresses my feelings, hut in yours
there is one which iits it exactly. It is
homesickness. L»id you ever experiit?"
"Often. Take a seat. Don Carlos.
Have you an engagement for this even-

ence

ing?"
"No; nothing."

"Then I have an Idea—one that will
cheer you tu». I hope. I will ask two
or three others to Join us at my rooms
and we will have a name of cards."
"That Is kind of you, Wyndham."
"I'm not so sure of that. You may

find tin· evening an expensive luxury."
"I'll take my chances of that," repli· il Escudera, with a grim smile. He
was notoriously expert with cards and
seldom lost.

"Suppose

novation?"

we

make the affair

continued

flectively. "It 1» 3 o'cloek

and ask tor him was so utterly unprecedented that he was for the moment
nonplused. However, he obeyed the

re-

We

now.

—

in-

an

Wyndham
,/!.

behind it and to guess rather than to
that tl»»· face to which they belonged was young and beautiful.
Perhaps there was something in her
voice which impressed that idea upon
him, for lie did not remember ever having heard one just like it before or one
that suited hiin ijuite so Well.
"Are you Mr. Craig Wyndham?" she
asked the moment he approached her.
He thought—It seemed to him. and yet
he was by no means sure— that ther<
was a slight touch of accent in the
words, such an accent as a young girl
for a long time at school abroad might

acquire.
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bum. I do not think, limvovtM·.
have the honor of your acquaintance,"
he added bluntly.
"No," she assented. "I am unknown
to you, Mr. Wyndlmn). Will it serve as
sutllcient introduction for the present
if 1 tell you that 1 was Mr. Pendleton's
t

friend ?"
"His friends-that is, his real friends
—may count upon me as a friend, madam," was tiie diplomatic reply.
"Did he never mention to you one
whose given name is Carmen/" she
inquired next.

"Never."

"Did he not tell you about the duel
In Mexico?" was her next(qucstlon.
"lie mentioned it: that is all. 1 never
heard the particulars."
She was silent for a moment then,
but suddenly site extended one hand toward him and he saw that it contained

card.
"I will not mystify you any longer.
Mr. Wyndbnui," she said. "There is
the
my card. 1 have written upon it
name of the hotel where I am stopping.
Would you like to hear the particulars
of the duel to which I have already referred ?"
"I should, very much Indeed."
"If you will call upon me this evening, there is much that I would like to
tell you. The woman who is with me
now is my servant. She will be present
when you call, but she does not understand a word of English. Will you
a

come ?"

Will
"Most certainly I will come.
will exyou name the hour when you
pect me?"
"At 8. I have a private parlor, where
Now,
we can converse undisturbed.
one more question, Mr. Wyndham."
He bowed, and she continued:
"Do you know of a gentleman who is
tere from Mexico, by uauie Escudera?"
"I do."
"I hope, for the present at least, that
he may not learn of my presence In llie

city."

"Nobody will learn that fact from

I can assure you of that."
"How abrupt and how direct you
of both
are, .Mr. Wyndham! Too much
in coping with such a man as Escudefor saying it.
ra, if you will pardon me
me.

Hut I did not mean my remark as you
understood it."
"Will you tell me what you did

mean?"

"I will risk olTending you and reply.
I mean that I doubt very much if you
of
go anywhere without the knowledge
that man. and therefore I hope that
to It tonight that you are
you will
not follownl and therefore unconsciously betray me."
For the first time since the Interview
began Wyndham smiled.
"Thank you." he said. "1 confess I
had not thought of that possibility, but
se;>

I think I may assure you that Senor
Escudera will not know where I call
this evening."
"Do you sjH'ak Spanish, Mr. Wyndham?" she asked quite Irrelevantly.
"Yes," lie replied, still Id Euglisb; "I

speak several languages."
"Then If you will tell tnj coachman

horsed can go to the corner of Thirtythird street and turn the corner toward
Sixth avenue. There, after he has turued the corner, he will pull up until he
hears the door of his carriage slam
►hut, when, without looking around, he
will dri e on and return to his stand,
You will give
wherever that may be.
him £·"» for his trouble. He will 1)^ glad
to do it. lint be particular to have him
do it just as I have said. My own carriage will be awaiting me, and If anybody tries to follow me that person
will have a good time of it. What do
you think V"
"Excellent."
"Now for ttie remainder of your Instructions. Rush Into my room iu the
greatest haste, all out of breath, and
all that. We will be at the game. Say
something apologetic for interrupting
us and then whisper somethiug-anything—in my ear. I will look amazed
and a trifle annoyed. I will say aloud,
You will reply:
'At the WaldorfÎ*
'Yes, and they are going away in an
hour. I knew that you wanted particularly to see them, and I have looked
everywhere for you. At last It struck
nie that y<»u might be here.
My cab is
Take that, and you will
at tin· door.
get there in time.' That ends your part

I will ask the others to
business, won't
keep me au hour, and all that, you
know, and ask you to take my baud
and play for me till I return. You eonsent. and I'll do the rest. Will you do
It all. Carletou? I'll never forget It."
"You can count on me to the letter,

of the scheme.

me— important

excuse

"1 knew 1 could. Here is s^mo monI don't know how much, but never mind; don't let anybody see you
take it. Item· tuber, half past 7."
Will you be long
"I'll be there.

away?"

an hour or two or
"I cannot Ml
three at the most. IMay my hand freely. I won't mind if you lose considera—

bly

to

keep them interested.

You un-

derstand?"
"Yes."

"Biggs, you're a trump. I cannot tell
you how you have relieved me."
After that Wytidham wrote several
notes, which he sent out by messenger
boys, with instructions to bring replies.
They were all in by half past 4 and
were evidently satisfactory, for Craig
Wytidham did not look In tlit· least
worried when lie left the club aud re-

It was an artfully constructed aiTair,
evidently arranged with an attempt to

see

"Well, this is what I want you to do.
You will understand how thoroughly I
At half past 7 precisely i
trust you.
want you to drive to uiy door In a
four wheeler tint you will have engaged at Madison square or anywhere, so
that it is not here at the club.
Pay
Tell him to
the driver in advance.
a
wheu
him
hurry to my door, aud tell
geutlemau comes out and gets Into bis
vehicle he is to start off at once without a word and drive as fast as bid

ey.

regarded earnestly, for an Instant ouly,
while lie tried in vain to peer through
the meshes of lier veil.

only sufficiently transita rent to permit
Wyndham to discern two glowing eyes

gagement; understand?"
"I begin to—yes."

Craig."

lummons at once and in another moment was standing at the curb beside
the vehicle.
the lady who had summoned him
from the club occupied the rear seat of
the carriage. Opposite lier was another
Both wore veiled. Ile rightly
woman.
guessed that they were mistress and
servant and therefore |^i*>towcd ouly
one quick glance upon the woman who
occupied the front seat. The other he

conceal the fact that it was Intended
for a disguise, and yet so cleverly worn
that it effectually concealed the features of Hie wearer.
Closely woven
and dotted here and there by black
spots and doubtless doubled, it was

you cannot afford such things, and you
do right in keeping out of them, but
this Is mi extreme ease. I bave another
engagement for tonight, one that Is
very Importa ut, nue that I must keep
nud which I desire to remain a mysI>o you understand—au engagetery.
ment that I do not want anybody to
know about, an important business en-

He heard the m>ft vnloe of Carlos Esnidint behind him.
will begin the game nt 0 precisely and
play till <> in the morning. I can make
I'll
up a party to do that, I'm sure.
have my man serve us something good
to cat at midnight. How does that
strike yon?"
"As η good idea."
"Very well. .Meet me at my rooms
In tit·' meantime I will liave
at 5.
made up the party and have everybody
on hand at that time."
This was agreed to, and the two meu

parted. Eseudera left the club
but Wyndhani loitered until

at oik···,

he had
who
gone and then looked up Kiggs,
was in the library.
"C'arleto." lie said, "1 want you to do
May I depend
me a very great favor.
upon

you?"

"Certainly. Craig. What Is It?"
"I l.ave got a party on hand at my
to
rooms for touight, and I want you

be one of us."
"It strikes nie that the obligation is
ou the other side, old man."
You have not heard me
"Wait.
through. The party Is to convene at 5.
At (J we ure to begin a game of poker,
which is to last until (> In the morn-

I"—
"I didn't know that you went In for
Aud you
that sort of tiling, Craig.
know"—
"Wait: wait! I know, of course, that

ing.
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so that it went untastcd.
At *i the «aine began, and it preceded
merrily without intemiptioii for an
lioiir and a half, when the doorbell
rang, and an instaut later Carleton
Ifiggs rus'.i-d in.
I It· played Lis part beautifully. There
was not a hilch anywhere. Within ten
minutée after lie entered the room
Craig Wyiidhani left it, rushed down
the one IIIirlit of stairs to the street,
leaped into the carriage and was driven
of his
away. And hack In the parlor
nient the game went oil almost

achs,"

without interruption.
If Kscudcra felt annoyance at this
sinMeii departure of the host, he gave
no si il of it. Il there were, as Wynd1κ.m now suspected, others in his employ ·in the watch to clog the footsteps
of the American, they succeeded only
lu following an empty carriage to its
stand along the western side of MadiAs for Craig, he changed
son square.
to the secoud vehicle without trouble
and ut S o'clock was In the presence
of Seiiorita iit-l 1 'unite and l.er duenna,
hut it was in a hotel much farthe r up
town than the Waldorf, and if there
had been wauhcrs on ills track tliej
would wait a long time before they
to discover him at thut facould
tuous

hostelry.
[to

bje

contlnued.]

German Scotch.

"A good story comes from Sydney,"
says the London Globe, "where letters
Lave been received from two American
business firms asking whether communications to Australian merchants
should be written in English or 'in the
language of the country.'
"It recalls an astonishing trade circular received a short time ago by a
business linn in Glasgow from a German manufacturer, also written In
what his versatile clerk had apparently taken for the language of the country. It was in the best •kailyard' style
and spoke of a 'tuuckle consignment o*
chemicals,'

"

Irvine:

·■

κ

Tipper.

prodigality towell Illustrated
some years ago when he was at IllufT
l'oint. Lake Champlaln. Ile gave tliu
driver of the break which dally ran to
Au Sable Chasm $30 in two weeks and
feed the other servants with like recklessness. The guests of the hotel grew
very indiirnaut, because there was no
getting along with the employees, who
almost literally fought among themselves to minister to the needs of the
English actor and sadly neglected the
Sir
ward

Ileury

Irvln's

servants

was

rest of the guests.

Lndr Help A-plenty.
Mrs. Knngle—I've advertised for a
servant for a whole week with no re-

sion.

■W
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ιιιιι] !>y half past Γ» the expected guests
were all there. There was a luncheon
prepared for them. but all claimed that
in anticipation of the midnight dinner
they had already "stayed their stom-

«

WITH HYPOPHOSPMTESOfLlf/ES S0D4

a

talk with Kscudera as "my man," so
there-was no danger that .lames would
be seen by those who might recognize
him.

hope

s«Otspi
(wil

dit ton. The servant who waited upon
him there also looked strangely like
James. However, he answered to the
name of Thomas, only that the smooth
face was eu\ered by a heavy growth
of beard djed black and a perfectly
made wig of tli·* same hue. Add to
that the fact that he rarely appeared
when his ii: Mer had company, mid
you have grasped the situation.
He was not. however, the person to
whom Wyndhaui had referred iu his

apart

Nature

generally

to his own apart incuts, which,
by the way. were the same that li.-id
formerly been occupied by Huit Pen-

paired

mits.
!

>1·

Mrs. Cuiueo—Well, I advertised for a
and had thirtyfour to select from the first day.—Bal-

good looking lady help
timore 8un.
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E«Ut«r· ud

FORBES,

Proprietor·.
A. E. roun.

G BO 1MB X. ATWOOI).

Tumi
#1 JO » rear If paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise #2.00 » year. Single copie· 4 cent·.
ADTumsBMurrs:— All legal advertisements
are given three consecutive Insertion· {or $1Λ)
per Inch In length of column. Special contract·
mad· with local, transient and yearly advertiser·.

Jo· PuaTua:—New type. fast preeses, steam
power, experienced workm η and low price·
combine to make this department of our bual
ne·· complete and popular.
»M«L£ COPIES.

Single Copie· of the Democrat are four cent·
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publisher· or for the convenience of patrons
single copie· of each Issue have been placed on
•ale at the following placée In the County :
Parlln's Drug Store.
South Pari·,
Shurtleff'» Drug Store.
Norway,
Noye·' Drug Store.
Stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
BuckHeld,
A. K. Lewis, Insurance Office.
Fryeburg.
Paris II111.
Mrs. Harlow, Post Office.
West Parts,
Samuel T. White.

Directory

Oxford

County

Court

and

County

Officers for

1901-2.

Supreme Judicial Court.

Tuesday of March.
Second Tuesday of < Vtober.
Second

Probate Court.
At Soath Paris.
Thirl

Flitt

Tuesday of each month except August.
At Frjebarg.

Tuesdays of June and December.

At Ruiaford Falls.
Second Tuesday of February, second Tuesday
of Mav. ihlrd'Tuet-day of August, second Tues
day of November.

Court of

County

Commissioners.

At Soutk Pari·,

Regular sessions:—Second Tuesdav of May.
First Tuesday of September.
Last Tuesday ol

December.

County

Commissioners.

John M Phllbrook, Chairman,
Jonathan Bartlett,
Randall L. Taylor,

County

Bethel
East Stonehaui.
Mexico

Officers.

Charles F. Whitman,South Parts, Cl'k of < ou rte
Ellery C. Park. Bethel,
County Attorney
J. Hastings Beau,South Paris, Kegtsterof Deeds.

Eckley Ballard, Fryeburg,

Register of Deeds, (Western District.)
Addison F. Herrlck, Bethel,
Judge of Probate.
Albert D. Park. South Paris, Regtsterof Probate.
George M. xtwood, South Paris. County Trca*
Jarne» R. Tucker, South Parts, Sheriff and Jailer·

Deputy Sheriffs.

f

Henry K. Hammond,
James L. Parker,
Tha·I leus Cross,
Albert P. Bassett,
Cyrus M. Worniell,
George G. Shirley,
Edgar L. Flint,
Jame· W. Chapman,
Waller C. Baeoett,
Don A Gates,
Rone'!.> A. Barrows,
A. F. Warren.
Harris L. Elliott,
John F Davis,
Milton Peuley.
Fred A. Porter,
AddDon E. Holt,

Crier,

Parts.

Norway.
Norway.
Norway

Bethel.

Fryeburg.

Kast Hiram
Porter.
Lovell
Dlxtleld
Canton.
Buckdeld.
Rumford Falls.

Wellington Blnl,

THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK

IN ALl

SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

ISSUED Tl ESDATS

AT WOOD A

THE OXFORD BEARS.

Brldgton.

Bethel.
Rumford Falls.
WaSerfonl.
Bryant's Pond.

PARIS HILL.

NhW

ADVERTISEMENTS

properly

Certainly this is a remarkable b«*>k, such
as never was in the world before, and
the tiret year's sales ought to be a million copies.

Mrs. Pearle Muller is gaining in health
slowly.
Although the traveling was very bad
Thursday night, a good sized company
was present at the Universal 1st entertainment, there being some from Locke's

Mills and from West Paris.
W. G. Morton is selling out the goods
in his furniture store, and is going to
move to Mechanic Falls.

GREENWOOD.
"Calm was the day, and the scene delightful." The day was last Tuesday
and was so calm that when standing on
a height of land, the sound of four axes
could be plainly heard from as many directions, but not from the four cardinal
points of compass. The fact is, Woodman isn't sparing the tree worth a cent,
as the poet commanded him to, but cutting it down more rapidly than ever before, since it first cumbered the ground.
But it was stated in the second clause
that the scene was delightful, and so it
was for winter, the night of the year,
but of course not to be compared to the
season in autumn when the forest leaves
lake on all the prismatic colors, and
many other shades that the prism never
tried* to produce. There was also a
woodpecker drumming away, down in
the valley, on an old hollow tree, and
that is said by some to be a sure sign of
That looks quite
a spell of weather.
reasonable, but cannot vouch for the
truth of it, having never made that department of nature a special study.
Frank Bennett was at home one week
from his work in Kumford, being about
His wife
the same as on the sick list.
has improved in health but very little, if
any, since leaving the hospital last fall.
Their youngest son, Jason, is now down
with the mumps.
John Titus got a full dose of them last
week, but is now attending to his business

round

incog.

"rotten-rot"

J. W. HATCH.

ings will Infill at 2:.'»0ami evening meetThose attending
ings at 7:30 o'clock.

Mr. J am os Ailanie.
Mr. Ο. H. Toothaker

Twi»>.

-WEOEN.

Charles A. Saunders is canvassing this
section for the Alfred Peat room papers
of Lovell.
Charles Chandler is logging on the
Chute lot for K. 0. Moulton. Also
Daniel McAllister from the same place.
Both board at Minot N'evers'.
Mrs. S. L. Plummer went to Portland
last week on business connected with
the Industrial
School at Lancaster,

again.

Deacon S. B. Cummings has so far recovered from the rheumatism as to be
able to attend the meeting at the Centre
last Sabbath.
Fannie Brooks was prostrated several
days last week, but is now convalescing.
Krank Brooks is getting the timber on
to the spot, preparatory to building his
house the coming spring.
Dannie Bryant has a job roughing in
Captain Dearborn's spool mill.
Deacon R. L. Cole's diseased legs are
again so troublesome as to prevent his
attending the meetings; and no one but
himself knows what he has to endure
from that source.
It is a matter of pleasure to have no
death to report this week, although one
has occurred in town, and will be noticed
by another person.

t rutle;

born arrived from

FRYE8URG.
Mr. Nelson was here recently and intends to move his family back here in

March.

Miss Lena Howe is home from Saco,
the schools there being closed on account
of smallpox.
Mr. Barnard Kla is quite ill.
Mrs. Florence Woodbury of Lewiston
and Miss Abbie Woodbury from Lovell
are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
McKeen.
We are sorry to know that Mrs. Susan
Tucker is sick. She is in Everett, Mass.
It has been thawing for two days and
the snow is quite shoal.
Rev. Mr. Bolster of Portland is
preach in the Congregational church
for four Sundays.
Miss Eva Bickford is visiting at Mr.

Charles Robinson's.
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irhen

mow was scarce.

attention of

a

physician.

BUTTER A3

A MEDICINE.

Γ THREE

4t la Good For Conanmptlrca end
Botter Is so common a commodity
that people use It and scarcely ever
think what wonderful value lies at
their band In the pats of dainty yellow
It
cream fat. Of course they know that
Is useful In mnny branches of cookery
and that without its aid the table
would be bare of its thinly rolled bread
and butter, Its delieate eakelets and Its
other usual accessories. Beyond these
oses the value of butter is a tiling only

vaguely thought

of.

But this delicate fat is

as

SPECIAL
MID-WINTER
SALE

I PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION

Thin, Weak People.

For

Λ

GOLD MEDALS

Walter Baker &C*
Cocoa and Chocolate

OF

Overcoats, Ulsters,

Reefers,
Wool 'Lined Coats, and

that of the fish, whose sides all •pr, even to the healthy folk. For anj
water one afflicted with consumption butter
strung with nerves register the
and in- c< okcry. if plenty of fat can be digestpressure correctly every time
form his flshshlp just how nftich be ed, is o::e of the best ways of curing
or the disease if it is in its early stages
cuu bland and when to move up
or of keeping it at bay if advanced.
down.
Butter is not a simple fat. <· η.ρ >sed
Λ dog's sense of smell Is always re·
ejected by man, who frequently, as in of merely one sort. It Is a mixture of
the case of a hunter, relies on It to sup- no less than seven different soris of
the findings of bis own less fats, and t:o more complex oil euu be

]

|
|

|

plement

active olfactory nerve.
When it comes to the human voice,
there are birds with whose music
man's music cannot be compared. Not

Heavy Weight Suits.

agreeable tasting medicines.
.he horribles they mentioned

Among
cod

were

liver oil and castor oil.
"I don't see." mused the young womeat the
an, "how any one can bear to
beans that stuff Is made of."
"What kind of beans do you mean?"

inquired the young man.
"Why, cod liver oil beans,

to be

^

Hay Fop

one Inch Is quite sufficient to accoin
plish the purpose, so that the application of much ft.rce in using the diamond only wears out the gem without
doing the work auy better.
Numerous stones, such as quartz and
other minerals, when ground Into
a diaproper forui, will cut glass like
mond, but are not so valuable for that
purpose, lacking the requisite hardness
and soon losing the sharp edge neces-

always leans to the east
"1 didn't believe It, and I can hardly
believe lt yet, but I've spent hours and
days and weeks and months squinting
and
at chimneys from car windows

from sidewalks, but I'll be darned if I
yet have been able to discover a
leaning chimney that didn't elant to
the east. I've looked at factory chimchimneys. hotel chimneys, farmhouse
and
neys and city house chimneys,
they all, like the adobe gods on the
of Yucatan, bend their beads

ever

temples

toward the rising sun."
And the man with the restless eye
once more began an inspection of the

sky line.—New York Telegram.

Under Cover of Darlcneaa.
The minister of a Scotch parish was
going from home and procured the
clergyman of a neighboring parish to
officiate on Sunday. His servant, who

was also the beadle, was sent over to
the station to drive the reverend gen·

ueman to me

amuse.

When tbe train arrived, the beadle
asked him to wait awhile, as be had
some messages to do before be went
It was two lioars before be returned.
Tbe good man was furious and threat-

ened to report him to his master.
"Weél, sir, ye can dae that If ye
like," said the beadle, "but be tell't
me bimsel' to wait till It was dark
afore I drove ye ower, for If the folk
o' the village saw wba was to preach
tbe morn nobody wad turn oot «va."
December·· KnmM·

called from being the
tenth month when the year began In
March, has probably had more names
December,

so

conferred upon It than any other of the
twelve into which our year is now divided. Among the early Saxons It was
called Winter Monat, or winter moDth.
After their conversion to Christianity
they called it Hellgh Monat, or holy
month, in honor of the birth of Christ
In later days in Oiermany It was called
Christ Monat for the same reason.
Fires used to be lighted for warmth in
this month, and the want of chimneys
used to cause a too "obvious inconvenience, which led to its being called Fumosus, or smoky. It was also dubbed
Canus, or hoary, from the snows or

hoarfrosts which then geberally whitened tbe higher grounds.
Cyclone·.
Careful estimates of tbe force of a
cyclone and the energy required to
keep a full fledged hurricane In active
operation reveal the presence of a power that makes the mightiest efforts of
men appear as nothing In comparison.
A force fully equal to over 400,000,OX)
horsepower was estimated as developed in a West Indian cyclone. This is
about fifteen times the power that can
be developed by all the means within
the range of man's.capabilities during
Were steam, water,
tbe sniue time.
windmills and the strength of all men
and all animals combined tbey could
not at nil approach tbe tremendous
force exerted.
Tbe Force of

regulation
at a pin."

was

Sq„

Paris, Me,

Sou h

Tailor

a

of

Trimmings,

Best

next suit or

We would like to make you your

arc

fashionable.

Winter

Clothing, Underwear, &c., selling

prices.

at wholesale

Noyes Company,

H.

NORWAY.

2 STORES.

Marked Free ! ! !

Buy Trunks, Bags
TuohLor

and Suit Cases at
Store,

Harness

and have them marked and delivered Free.

I shall close

out some odd lots of trunks at very low

prices.

FAVOR,

N.

JAMES

NORWAY, MAINE.

91 MAIN STREET,

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

POROUS
PLASTER

RFX

Rl-/V

THE BE-T PLASTER FOR THE WORST PAIN.

only

Kaprcinlly Valuable for

Rhuematism, Pleurisy, Sciatica, Backache and
all Aches and Pains.

to use

Every

They Were Stayer*.
After α dinner given by Stephen
Price of Drury Lane theater, all the
guests but Theodore Ilook and the
Rev. Edward Cannon retired. Trice

Plaster
At the

guaranteed

Pharmacy

give

to

of

PRICE 25 CENTS.

satisfaction.

&

A. SHURTLEFF

F.

was suffering from gout, but us they
disregarded his hints to retire he stole
off and left them in high talk.
On the following morning Trice inquired of bis servunt, "Tray, at what

night?"

31 Market

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Trunks

their title within the kingdom of Bavaria.

go

these

CLOTHIER & FURNISHER.

They

TtLo

as

J. F. Plummer,

ready.

are

SOUTH PARIS.

for one person, but the government
kindly makes reductions In the case of
whole families wishing to turn noble
all at once. Thus for £2,000 or £3,000 a
email family can be made princes,

gentlemen

of trousers.

F.

Rnylnir η Tille.
It is not expensive lo become a nob'.e
In Bavnria. To be made a simple "v«n"
cosis a matter of £75, to be raised to
the "ritterstand" £100, to be made a
"frelberr" £'JÔS, to lie made a "graf"
costs £500, while to be made η prince

those

expense,

REMEMBER OUR SPRING STYLES OF IIATS

saw."

did

t

Workmanship.

pair

Peter?"
"Well." responded the humorist drybut
ly, "anatomically he was great,
Uncle Tomicully he is the worst 1 ever

CO.,

Pari·, Maliio.

South

F. Λ. SHURTLEFF & CO.

F. Λ. SHURTLEFF & CO.

NEW GOODS!

lust

When in town do not fail to call anil

"Go, sir?" replied John. "They're uot
cofgone, sir. They have just rung for
fee."

see

Italy'· Marriage flroUtm.
Marriage brokers are a regular institution in Italy. In Genoa there are several marriage brokers who have pock·
etbooks filled with the names of the
marriageable girls of the different
classes, with notes of their figures, personal attractions, fortune and other circumstances.
These brokers gi» about
endeavoring to arrange matrimonial alliances in the same offhand mercantile
manner which they would bring to
bear upon a purely business transaction, and when they succeed they get a
commission of Ί or 3 per cent upon the
dowry, with such extras of bonuses as
may be voluntarily bestowed by the

the New Goods.

daily

They

are

arriving

give you remarkable
department.

and I

can

value in every
A good assortment of Dress Goods,
Silks, Waistings, Laces, Skirts and

everything·

you need for summer

wear.

Respectfully,

MRS. L. B. ANDREWS,

party.

Anliuala la Turkey.
Friendship.
In Turkey the partridge is detested
A gentleman has tried the following because once It
betrayed the prophet to
peculiar way of probing the ties of bis enemies, and its legs are red beto
sent
letters
He
twenty
friendship.
cause they were dipped in the blood of
lntii.:ate friends asking for a loan of a Hassan. If a man kills a
panther, he
dotsen
of
the
two
pound. Thirteen
is imprisoned for twenty-four hours
friends did not reply at all, five de- and then is
handsomely rewarded. The
clined to lend tbe money, two promiséd crane Is
respected, and it is a crime to
to send it on the next day and did not kill It.
do it. one sent his "last 10 shillings,"
and only three sent the full sum asked
Water Tight Bulkhead».
The supplicant and all the
for.
Another meritorious so called modern
"friends" he had written to are well
Invention, the water tight bulkhead, Is
off.—St. Petersburg Novoe Vremya.
now attributed to Chinese experience.
In a paper presented to the Institute
llovr to Imitate η Singing Bird.
of Marine Engineers the use of the
m.rding to La Nature, with any bulkhead principle on Chinese junks
nl;.sf. tul.e whatever it is possible to from time immemorial waa pointed oat.
easily reproduce tbe song of a bird. It
sutilees ιο rub the tube lengtbwiue with
Ret4r.
a piece of wet cork. In order to ImiHe—I wonder what your father will
tate the song of a bird tbe cork must
aay when I ask him for your band?
be moved with a varying rapidity, now
She—Don't worry about that, dear.
slowly, now rapidly, and abrupt stop- He rehearsed It with me this morning,
The
intervene.
must
experiment
pages
and he does it beautifully.
can be made more simple by rubbing
The St. Lnrrrenee.
of
cork.
an ordinary bottle with a piece
Vessels of 4,000 tons can ascend the
A Scotob Cynic.
fit. Lawrence river to Montreal, a disA young Scotchman was once halt- tance of a thousand miles from tiie
ing between two loves, one possessed sea. Only one other river in the wcrld.
of beauty and tbe other of a cow. In the Amazon, is nuvigabie to such a disdespair of arriving at a decision he ap- tance for craft as large.
plied for advice to a canny compatriot,
Charitable.
who delivered himself thus:
Artist—I'd like to devote my last pic"Marry tbe lass that has the coo, for
there's no the deeference o' a coo's val- ture to a charitable purpose.
ue In any twa weemen In Christen»
Critic—Why not give it to an institution for the blind?—New York Herald.
dom."—Pearson's Weekly.
Λ

of

the theater, and he exclaimed:
"Ilelio, Nye! What did you think of

time

bargains.

WE DO CORRECT TAILORING —Best

Cl!i Uya'n Crlllclam.
It was l:i Frisco when Peter Jackfeature
son, the eoiorod pugilist, was a
Kill Nye
In "Uncle Ί o:u's Cabin."
was to have lectured at the Baldwin
theater, but was greeted by so small an
audience that he excused himself and
went over to hear Jackson talking of
the pearly gales to Little Eva. After
the performance L. R. Stoekwell, the
veteran actor, met Nye in the lobby of

only permitted

of it anil you will

f W, S. DUNHAM of
of Experience and Ab;lity.

Charge

In

the draining of the tankard.

are

at our

[Tailoring Portland,
Department

Custom

Roisterers, iiowever, prevented the
and estabpurpose of good St. Dunstan
lished the rule of "good fellowship,"
by which the drinker was to stop only
If he drank beyond, he had
at a pin.
As It was
to go on to the next mark.
dilQcult tu stop exactly at a pin the
vain effcr!s always excited m.:ch
mirth, and the trial usually ended with

though they

are rare

for

room

8TORE8.

BLUE

that the drinker

are

is to make
Stock.

advantage

grow rich

good

"stop

only costs £1.<M)0. These prices

Spring

Take

Wanted

—

the

Sale

$2.co.

Reefers at

This sale
our

reliable woman or girl to do
housework fora family of two.
ALVA SHURTLEFF,
South Paris.
A

$2.59.

J

Ten or fifteen tons of good bay, at
SM.OO per ton delivered. Inquire of
A. F. IIOI.LIS,
South Paris.

sure."
"Aren't you thinking of castor
beans'/" ventured her companion.
sary to make the operation a success.
liver
"Why, I always thought cod
An 0<!d 1'ae For the I'ln.
oil was made from beans," she said,
and the good breeding of the young
An odd use that the pin was put to
he
man was shown by the fact that
long ago was that of checking the Indhln't even smile, but several of those temperate habits of the English. St.
wlio sat near by hadn't equal control Dunstnn conceived the Idea of dividing
Philadelphia the tankards out of which the liquor
features.
their
over
was drunk Into eight equal parts, each
Ledger.
The
marked with a silver pin.
part
Chtmneya That Lea·.
cups were generous affairs, holding
"It's Just this," said the man with two quarts. Consequently the quantity
the restless eye. who was gazing sky- from pin to pin was half a pint, and
ward—"some ten years ago eome man
who had a grudge against me, I guess,
called my attention to the fact, if fact
it be. that if a chimney leans at all lt

Established 1760
DORCHESTER, MASS.

Duck Coats, Wool lined, at

$2.7;

Walter Baker & 6- Jmitedl

Diamond Cnta Glana.
It has been ascertained by a series of
I'atti herself ever sang more sweetly experiments that a diamond does not
than the meadow lark at break of day. cut out the glass, tile fashion, but
forces the particles apart, so that a
Cod Liver Oil From Raana.
continuous crack is formed along the
During the wait between acta a med- Une of the Intended cut. The crack
ical student and a young woman who once begun, very small force Is ueecssat together became slightly embar- sary to carry It through the glass, und
Fi- thus the piece is easily broken ο ft. The
i η seed for topics of conversation.
of
superficial crack or cut need not be
nally and not unnaturally in view
the nature of the young man's studies deep. A depth, according to tine meastheir talk drifted to the subject of dis- urements, of a two-hundredth part of

$9.25.

$6.75, $7-75»

at

$8.co Ulsters at $6.00.
$3.75 Reefers at $2.98.

Has received the highest Indorse·
ments from the medical practitioner,
the nurse, and the Intelligent house·
keeper and caterer Λ Α Λ

a

&

Overcoats

"KNOWN THE WORLD OVER"

taken than this Is.
How

—

J. F. H

valuable

as

equals

|

AT

—

the dearer cod liver oil for weakly,
thin people, and doctors have frequently recommended the eating of many
thin slices of bread thickly spread with
butter us a means of pleasantly taking
sound into the bodily tissues one cf the purly as can man, but for catching
most est forms of fat It Is possible to get.
at long range theirs are the ear·
Butter Is a carbon, and all excess of
perfectly constructed.
The sense of touch is more accurate- it is stored up as fat In the body. It
animal gives enerjry and power to work to
ly developed elsewhere in the
made those who eat heartily of it. Ko It Is
kingdom than in man. No man
device for measuring water pressure not economy at table to spare the but

Mr. and Mrs. James Eastman welcomed a boy to their home Tuesday.
Mr. Fred Fife is at home after spending several months on his father's seed
team.
The students of Fryeburg Academy'
gave an athletic exhibition at Academy
The prohall Friday evening, Feb. 28.
lamine consisted of a farce in one act—
Our First Performance, vaulting, tumbling, Indian club drill, horizontal bar
work, drill by young ladies. Music by
Robinson's Orchestra.
The ladies of the Congregational circle
held their sewing meeting with Miss
Abbie Page Thursday afternoon.
Fryeburg Webster Centennial, a hundred page booklet, illustrated, can now
be had of A. F. Lewis. It contains three
addresses, poem, the long lost unpublished letters of Washington, Adams
and Jefferson written to Preceptor Cook.
Mr. and Mrs. Plummer entertained
about fifty of their young friends Saturday evening at the Oxford.

|

prepared

tures.
The human eye la a wonderful piece
of
of mechanism, with lta little bundle
nerves that in some mysterious way
this
make visualization possible. Yet
of discerneye, with all its delicacy
as
ment, Is but a circumscribed organ
compared with the eye of the eagle,
can
which sees Infinitely farther than
same is true of
The
human
eye.
any
mice
the human ear. The rats and the
that haunt our houses, the squirrels
and the
that caper about the woods
numberless other little animals all
not
he«r better than we do. They may
trace reûuement in sound as accurate-

to]

~

dre—making.

Mnn'· vaunted faculties are far less
creaacute tLan some of the leeaer

Funeral occurred from the home of her
sister. Mrs. Asa Atwood, Friday, Rev.
Mr. Monson officiating. Burial at North
Turner. Age 70 years.
Mrs. Minerva Allen of Boston accompanied the remains of her aunt.
The W. C. T. U. and Loyal Legion
met with Mrs. Gilbert Tilton Feb. 27.
The entertainment to be tendered the
club women by their husbands is destined to be quite an elaborate affair since
Prince—Henry is one of the promoters.
In the death of Mrs. Evalin Irish,
widow of the late Thomas Irish, Buckfield has lost an estimable woman, a
Christian woman, kind and sympathetic
towards all. She left two sons wellJohn X.,
known to the community.
with whom she has lived for many years,
must
no
deeply
since, having
family,
feel his loss.
Henry D. Irish of this
town is the other. Her age was 86 years.
She died Monday, Feb. 24, The funeral I
was Thursday. Her remains were placed
in the tomb at Buckfield cemetery. Rev.
Mr. Munson rendered the last service.

The "Dartmouth Gazette" (Hanover,
Ν. II.), for July 4, 1806, says, in speaking of the holiday of that date: "The
be subdued
day will be celebrated in this place by
the members of College. Mr. Samuel
»ι.Λ
«Ιλ/,λ
II. W. Dennison's store is now lighted
Mr.
Fessendkn is orator of the day."
by acetylene gas.
week were Scott Merrill, with his wife Feseenden was a native of this town,
II. P. Dennison and wife visited in |
son
of
ministhe town's first
being the
and little girl, and Mrs. A. S. Brooks.
South Paris over Sunday.
The Widow Cobum left town for ter, Rev. William Feseenden, and the
Charles F. Keed of Hartford was in j
of
Hon.
Pitt Feseenden.
father
William
Washington, D. C., the last of Novemthis village the first of the week.
II1D LUUO
UCIU^ LIIU rUUUll
ber, with a promise to write back to her ΛΙ LUC L1II1C U1
Mrs. Hannah Murphy has been quite former
neighbors, so they could know of July orator at Hanover, he was a
unwell for two weeks.
how she got through, and the prospect member of the senior class at DartMrs. Mabel Davis of Woodfords is j that awaited her
there; but not so much mouth College, being graduated a few
with her mother, Mrs. L. C. Bean.
as a postal card
have they received to weeks later in the class of 1800.
As this paper goes to press the voters | this
day. They would be very glad to
of Maine are electing their town and hear from
her, and learn what kind of a
James H. Wiley died at hie home, 20
city officers.
home she has found out there.
Cordis Street,
Boston
The store of Lysander Ordway is I
(Charleatown
District), on Sunday, Feb. 23. Hie death
closed, but will probably be re-opened
OXFORD.
was due to apoplexy.
Mr. Wiley was a
early in the spring.
The presiding elder, Rev. Mr. Ladd,
son of the late Robert and Maria Wiley
Potatoes would be quite plenty here if held
at the M. £.
quarterly
meeting
of East Conway, where he was born on
$1 per bushel should be offered for church
Tuesday evening.
Nov. 5, 1832.
He had lived in Boston
them.
Mrs. Gertrude Gibbon of Boston visitsince he was a young man, and up to a reMrs. Lois C. Bean was prostrated by a I ed her father, Mr. Russell
last
Hersey,
cent period had been successively emshock on Thursday of last week, but week.
in the Boston freight office of the
seems to be gradually recovering.
The Parsonage Society held a chicken ployed
Railroad, and, after the abThe Paris Manufacturing Company
Fitchburg
followed
an
entertainby
pie supper,
help to keep business moving here by ment and sale of quilts. 140 were taken. sorption of that corporation by the Boston and Maine Railroad, in the Boston
having the lumber from their North
The annual ball of the Knights of
Albany mill hauled to this station, and Pythias was given at Robinson Hall freight office of the latter company. The
funeral was held Tueeday afternoon,
loaded on cars.
Thursday evening, Feb. 27.
Feb. 25, and the remains were sent to
The drama "Nevada" was played SatNorth Chelmsford, Mass., there to be
HEBRON.
urday evening at Robinson Hall.
buried by the side of Mr. Wiley's first
Madam Smart, a vocal music teacher 1
Drs. Barker and Bartlett of Norway
wife and three children.
The deceased
She and Dr. Farris of this place were called
in Boston, was here over Sunday.
leaves a second wife, but they did not
sang a solo in church, and also sang in to see Mrs. Wm. Lombard on Wednesday live
together. She resides at Pepperell,
She is in a critical condition.
the dormitory parlor Saturday and Sun- evening.
A daughter by this second wife,
Mass.
Mrs. Charles Robinson is very low. It
day evenings.
who lives with her mother at Pepperell,
Professor Purington of Farmington | is thought she can live but a short time.
was at the funeral, and accompanied her
lectured here Friday evening, the 28th,
father's remains to their last resting
LYNCHVILLE.
on the Passion Play.
at North Chelmsford.
Mrs. Wm. Gammon and daughter Ina place
Miss Hazel Donham was at home from
Miss Donham is have been to Bridgton on a visit to relaBates over Sunday.
LOVELL.
one of the editors of the Bates Student, tives.
W. S. Fox and Adelbert Stanley came
rank
in
from
is
her
Mrs.
Cobb
visitfor
English.
Mary
Albany
appointed
up from Sebago Thursday.
The ladies' circle met with Mrs. H. A. ing at John Adams' this week.
Jessie A. Chapman was at home from
Blanche and Goldie Adams went to
Cushman Tuesday.
over Sunday.
Hebron Grange held an all day meet-1 West Lovell to visit their eister, Mrs. Fryeburg
A party went Wednesday to Horseing Wednesday, with the following pro- V. H. McAllister, Sunday.
shoe Pond and made a good catch of
Mrs. Eunice Adams is at North Watergramme:
and some
Choir. I ford. Her daughter's, Mrs. Amos Law- pickerel, getting twenty-four,
Music,
of them two to three pounds each.
Slater Bowman. ler's
is sick.
Keaillng,
baby
Fred Charles of Chatham is at work
AllUa George.
Song,
Charles Lawrence's daughter Ina is
Sleter Given*.
with his horses for D. H. Wiley.
Original Poem,
Question : How can the grange exert a greater | boarding at Leonard Gammon's.
W. M. Benton seems to be steadily
educational Influence upon Its member»?
MASON.
improving.
Dialogue.
Sleter Bartlett.
Κ»**?,
L. L. Stearns and wife are at home
Mrs. A. H. Kenereon of Norway and
Sleter Harrington.
Recitation,
Brother Harrington. Othial Kenereon are making a flying from Rockland, Mass.
Song,
Mrs. Albert Kimball is critically ill,
An invitation was given to East Hebron I visit here and in Albany this week.
Marion Bean came home yesterday. and her daughter and hueband have been
Grange to be present, but owing to the
She has been at South Paris for the past called from Boston and are here.
weather very few came.
Mrs. H. W. Keniston is at work for
J. E. Bartlett of Boston is at W. A. week.
Curtis Hutchinson visited at his Uncle S. L. Hatch.
Bartlett's for a short time.
Ervin's last week.
EA8T BETHEL.
Mrs. Arthur Morrill is on the sick list.
WILSON'S MILLS.
Mrs. Eugene Bean la quite ill with the
Mrs. Edward Mason spent last week
Addie Flint is at home from Waltham with her
grippe. Dr. Oakes from Auburn was
parents.
for a vacation.
Mrs. D. W. Cushing spent last week called Saturday.
X. K. Bennett has gone from Bethel I at her
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Estes visited
father's, W. H. Mason's, in
to the Maine General Hospital at
friends in this place Sunday.
Albany.
land.
Miss
Celia Cams is at work for Mrs.
Ernest Morrill and teamsters came out
R. S. Bean returned from Camp Mead-1 of the woods Feb.
on account of Eugene Bean.
26th,
ows, where he has been working for the rain.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. H. Bartlett and Mr.
the Parmachnee Club, Saturday.
The rug fever has begun to spread a and Mrs. F. B. Howe accompanied by
a
with
6-horse
team
and
Fred Taylor,
Miss Hester Kimball joined the "Rumlittle in town.
snow plow put the the roads in good I
ford Jolly Club" last Monday evening in
after
the
snow
and
blow
shape Saturday,
GRAFTON.
giving Mr. and Mrs. Marble a surprise
of the first of the week.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Brooks have gone party. A jolly good time was reported.
Mrs. J. W. Carter and daughter
to Woodstock on a visit.
I hear that
are on a trip to Colebrook.
Mr. Brooks, who has been ill for several
BROWNFIELO.
Mrs. K. A. Storey has returned from
weeks, is somewhat improved in health.
Miss Lena Perkins has gone to North
her trip to Portland.
M re. Delia Whitman, who has been
Conway for a few days.
quite poorly the past two weeks with a
The masquerade ball Thursday week
EAST SUMNER.
is
much
better.
cold,
at Mr. Ε. B. Bean's hall was a success
The wood teams are still busy, and I
Miss Mertie Brooks has returned home both
eocially and financially.
there is lots of wood yet to be hauled [ from Andover.
Mr. and Mrs. S. N. Adams went to
out.
Mr. Pratt went to Norway and vicinSebago last week to attend the Grange.
Charles Davis of Oxford has put on I ity recently.
As a logging team was passing the
four or five teams, and is hauling from
The past week has been ideal winter house of S. E.
Eaton, Monday, a large
the valley lots. He lost one of his horses weather.
This Thursday moraine is a
was following the team, when oppodog
last week by an accident in the woods.
harbinger of spring, and I hear the birds site the house Mr. Eaton's little boy
Over 1200 cords has been drmwn out singing in the woods.
The dog
stepped from the house.
from the lot operated by Ed C. Irish, I
Ernest Farrar lias finished hauling his
at him sinking his teeth in his
and some 600 more will probably be hay and straw to the Blanchard & sprung
face, tearing two large gashes in his face
hauled if sledding holds out. Mr. Irish, Twitchell Co.
and mouth, and then grabbed his hand,
on all his lots operated this winter, will
nearly biting off two fingers. Dr. Marget out close to 3500 cords. Never Wore
ston dressed the wounds. The dog was
NEWRY.
has there been as much handled in this
soon killed by the owner.
SUNDAY RIVER.
vicinity in one season.
Fred Fitch and family of Sebago are
Last week was evidently "dru m m ere'
Alice Littlehale is visiting friends in
his brother, Dr. H. F. Fitch.
visiting
as
of
them
in
several
were
town.
Berlin.
week,"
business
Mrs. Parker is spending a few weeks
good.
They report
NORWAY LAKE.
kt Bryant's Pond.
Mrs. Fuller Foster has gone to North
RUMFORD.
Norway Lake Woman's Clnb will meet
with Mrs. Christine Stevens March 12th.
Mr. A. J. Marble and wife entertained Newry to visit ber brothers.
The entertainment given by the T. P.
Guy Littlehale is cutting spruce for
thirty-five people from Rumford Corner
S. C. E. at the school house was very
Andrew Jackson.
Monday evening.
L. U. Bartlett has bought J. Spinney's successful. They presented the CounM Us Susie Elliott is working for Mrs.
try School to a crowded house.
J. H. Estes.
?ray horses.
Colby Frost of Harrison was at David
Mrs. J. H. Barker and the children of | Mrs. J. S. Brown has a hen with a
Flood's Thursday.
lice brood of chiokens.
S. L. Moody have been ill.
Sanford Brown is hauling bark for J.
Quite a number of the people around
Dr. J. W. Stuart's brother is visiting I
here are suffering with sore eyes. It
rhurston.
him.
Charles Moore's teams are hauling seems to be an epidemic. Mrs. J. L.
A dressmaker has taken rooms at Mr.
to do all limber from Black Mountain that ha out Partridge's are so bad as to require the
Mammon's, and is
mo

again the giddy gusher will assume au air
most vicious,
Vnd again by her enchantment, every dude will
"

>oon

Miss Stone has actually been released
at last; but she and her
companion Mw.
were put under oath by the brigands
Mary King and Abbie Woodbury visitnot to reveal anything regarding their ed friends at
Fryeburg recently.
movements during the period of their
Walter Evans is expected home the
captivity. What a disappointment that last of this month.
must be to the lecture bureaus and
Nora Chandler is visiting friends at
magazine editors, who have no doubt Cold Hiver.
already opened communication with her
with a view to securiug her story.
EAST HEBRON.
Kev L. D. Tibbetts passed the SabThe Syracuse Post-Standard moves
bath in York County. He has not enthat the Schley controversy be referred
as yet, but is expected to locate
to posterity.
A great many voices sec- gaged
in that vicinity, is the report.
ond the motion, and it is to be hoped
Mrs. Carrie Gammon supplied for He".
that it will be ruled not debatable.
Mr. Tibbetts last Saturday. She supplies for a few weeks in the Adventist
The Maine commissioners to the St. church, and her husband, Kev. Danville
Louis exposition decided
some time
Gammon, tilled the place at Mechanic
since to devote their best efforts toward Falls for her. She has been able to
advertising the state as a vacation preach but few Sabbaths this winter on
ground, and, acting along that line, have account of ill health. Mrs. Gammon
now decided that the Maine building gave a very practical discourse adapted
shall be a huge log cabin, built in accord chiefly to the young. Her husband was
with all forest precedents.
All this is a local preacher in this place a few years
most excelleut.
Maine as the great va- ago, and Mrs. Gammon's many friends
cation state can hardly have too much were very pleased to meet her and listen
advertising. It is to be hoped, however, to her from the pulpit.
that the commissioners will supplement
The last report from Edward J. Bontheir exhibit with photographs or some- ney was that lie had not gained any and
Mrs. Bonney is sick
thing which will reveal to the public was very sick.
that the people of the state do not all with the grippe and unable to sit
up.
abide in log cabins in the shadow of the Sherman's wife was with them last week
great woods. In spite of the wide-spread if not now.
distribution of Maine-born men and
Every one is busy with the teams, and
women, who are prominent in their com- we cannot hear often from the sick.
Fred Packard is said to be quite ill
munities, there is in this country too
much of a misconception of Maine.
In but thought not seriously so.
the minds of too many people it is a
Dea. and Mrs. Fuller are up around
rocky, wooded wilderness in the frozen the house once more. The deacon is
northeast, producing not much but very anxious to get out again, but is still
granite and ice, tit for residence only a unable.
little while in the summer and fall, and
Charles Trundy from Mechanic Falls
inhabited by a behind-the-times popula- and Henry Whitman have cut Mr. Caleb
tion, who are perhaps seven-eighths civ- Farris' pulp bolts and are hauling them
ilized.
That this is a misconception to the station for Kumford Falls.
does not do away with the fact that it
Isaac Marshall has been quite sick
exists, and the mistake may be made of with pneumonia, but is gaining of late.
devoting attention too exclusively to
that line of exhibits which might lend
DENMARK.
color to the erroneous idea.
Mr. Hoyt Parks, who has been visiting
with Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Gray the
A peculiarity of the returns made to past week, has returned to his school in
the jail commissioners last year is that Limington.
Mr. George W. Gray is in Portland to
Cumberland County returned .>00 of its
1ϋο4 prisoners as of foreign birth, and attend the reunion of Bridgton Academy
Oxford 133 out of 14.r>, while Androscog- to be held at the Falmouth Hotel Friday
gin. with its large foreign population, evening, the 28th.
out of 1000 prisoners returned not one
It is reported that forty-two candidates
as of foreign birth, and ten other counwere admitted to the Ked Men's Lodge
ties likewise had none born in foreign at Browntield Wednesday evening, thircountries.
Those statistics will do to teen being from this place.
The last raiu and warm spell has made
disregard.
traveling pretty bad in this section.
The old Lyman Grover place at West
Kennebec Journal: A wave of reform
has struck Bangor. It may have been Denmark was destroyed by tire Monday.
caused by the approaching municipal The contents were saved.
election, by the recent visit of Parson
EAST WATERFORD.
Pearson of Portland, by the approach of
Frank Hall gave an entertainment with
spring, or by the Sunday night addressee
bis
phonograph and moving pictures at
by Kev. Jotham G. Lane, the Proibition candidate for mayor. Whatever the school house on the evening of the
the cause, however, the wave has struck. 21st.
G. L. Kilgore has gone to Vermont to
When it will break, no man can tell. The
Commercial declares that over at the see about getting work.
Ed Witham has gone to Biddeford.
police court moss and lichens have commenced to grow on all the seats in the
George Young of M inot is boarding at
prisoners' dock.
Nobody is getting S. L. Kilgore's.
drunk this week or otherwise making
Joseph Patterson is confined to his
bed. It is the old trouble with hie back. kinds of
trouble for the police.

{iven

27th.

again the purlcnt poets, both facetious and
factitious.
Will assail Spring's specious splendor with their
-oou

from a distance can stand horses in the
stables of Messrs. llishop, Daniels, Parlin. Chase and Merrill.
The directors of the Library Association are invited to hold their regular
meeting at Mrs. O. A. Thayer's on Tuesday afteruoou of this week, at half-past
two.
It is hoped the full board will be
present as there is important business to
come before the meeting.
HERE AND THERE.
Kev. W. W. Hooper will preach again
at the Universalist Church at Paris Ilill
The Democrat has received an offer, this coming Sunday, March 9, at 11 a. m.
Advertised letters in Paris post office
for a very modest consideration, of a
desk book which is confidently asserted March 1st:
Mrs. A. P. R»o-l.
to answer the following and many other
Have I uee<t the right worl?
Have l «pelle·! It correctly?
Shall I u-e a capital letter ?
le the sentence grammatical y
le It
cone tracte· I?
Have I punctuate·! It correctly?
Is It correct In style?

The lumber for the Kinsman cottage
has been hauled across the pond this
winter ready for the erection of their cottage in tbe spring, which is to cost about
two thousand dollars.
Arthur Ricker has purchased Lakeside
Cottage of George Waterhouse.
John Titus was sick with the mumps
last week but is out again and attending
to business.
Ansel Dudley and J. N. Panneton attended the K. of P. ball at Norway, the

WÇST BETHEL

Numerous Advantage*.
Blue Stores.
White ( >rKan lt.
Notice of Foreclosure.
Appointment of Administrator.
Stan<l for sale.
open to All.
Hay for Sale.
Wante·!.
Free Vaccination.
Notice.

questions:

over Sunday, re- Thursday evening.
C. H. Prince returned from Waterville,
turning Monday.
It is reported that the En Earle house Thursday, Feb. 27.
The remains of Miss Minerva Dearis sold, purchasers unknown.
Boston the 27th ult.

An
IIla Sea··· Are Lt» Ace te Tku
Thoa· of ΛαImal·.

Columbus Kimball's

"Again the Vernal Equinox 1· drawing near a
focus,
\udthe bullfrog and the blizzard will trade
places In the !>og;
\nd the crocus and the locust will begin their
hocus-pocus,
Vnd the gentle goddess Ceres will be lying

COMING EVENTS.
March 4.—Oxford Pomona Grange. West Paris.
March 6 —Concert by Norway and Paris Concert
Band, New Hall. South Paris.
March »ί —Fanners' institute. Norway.
March T.—Fanners' Institute. South Waterford.
M:inh 11 —Supreme Judicial Cou it. Souin Paris.
Mar h Jb, Λ.—Rose Carnival of l'nlvcr«al1et
Good Cheer So»· ety, south I'arls.
Man h
2S.—Spring m-etlng of Maine State Poiiiologleal Society, Bucklield
April 9,10.—Grand Lodge, 1. O. G. T., Watervllle.

Mary Bisbee of Romford Falls is τ liltThe store owned by the late Henry
Tuesday the Hebron girls1 basket ball
her old friends in town.
team came to Bethel and played the Cole haa been purchased recently by ing
Allen Irish has been np from Bath to
Gould girls' academy team. The result James Day.
Will Morse has bought the stand visit his parents.
at the close of an exciting game resulted
owned by
Saturday, Feb. 22d, was quite generalin 19 to β in favor of Gould's. Before situated near the corn factory,
ly observed in various ways. The G. A.
the game the visiting team rode around Horace Berry.
at Nortn
Mrs. Mark Allen was very sick Satur- R. boys attended a campflre
the village and got a winter view of the
was sum- Turner, Mountain Grange met with East
mountains, and after the game light re- day. Dr. Straw of Portland
and is Hebron Grange, and we of convivial pro·
freshments were served by the young moned. She was better Sunday,
clivities tarried at home.
gaining slowly at this writing.
ladies of Gould's.
Wm. Bridgham has got moved into
Mrs. Diantha Edwards is siok at A. M.
Dr. C. D. Hill is very ill with typhoid
Paris was hie late purchase, the Murdoch stand.
fever. For two weeks he has been quite Chase's. Dr. Tatee of West
Doubtless the last (and many) ties that
to attend her on Tuesday.
unequal to the professional duties re- summoned
Buckfield
Alden Chase, Esq., went to South bound George D. Bisbee to
quired of him, but with the same un- Paris
were severed by the burning of the little
on Wednesday.
selfish spirit he has always shown, he
Franklin Grange Dramatic Club are at cottage near the depot.
never refused to answer a call until
I. W. Shaw and Wm. Record are some"Little
Nature herself called a halt! Dr. William- work on the drama called
what
ill.
Dr.
later
Trump."
son of Portland was called and
Fred Atwood of Rumford Falls and
Frederick & Bonney's Empire Stock
King came in response to a telegram, also
E. F. of Portland, visited their
Dr. G. L. Sturdivant is Co. played "Ten Nights in a Bar-room" brother,
a trained nurse.
was a parents Wednesday and Thursday.
the local physician in charge. A very to a very large house. The play
Mr. Ernest Ledden of Hartford Cold
financially and that is the most
large circle of friends are awaiting success
has returned, and is commencing
Spring
that can be said.
favora
and
the
result
hoping
anxiously
while
Norman McAllister has enlisted in the to fill orders which he obtained
able turn in the disease.
Portland away for water.
The winter term of Gould Academy United States army and went to
The Methodists served a dinner at
closed Thursday.
Wednesday and Monday.
to their vestry Thursday, and the Grangers
went
Leon
Cushman
Mrs.
and
Mr.
examiThursday were given to written
Hall
Berlin Falls Saturday and visited at had a box supper at Nezinscot
nations.

Baptist Chuich, Rev. Η. Η. Bishop,
Preaching ever? Sunday at II A. M.
Sunday School at 12 M. sabbath "Rvenln* 8er
vice at 7:30 p. κ. Prayer Meeting Thursday
evening at 7 SO T. M.
Sunday School every
Universalis! Church:
Sunday at 11 A. m.
In spite of the rain and sloppy traveling, the Baptist Circle had its pink tea
and entertainment in Cummings Hall
Friday evening, and a fair number,
mostly of young people, turned out.
There was an excellent supper, served by
a good enteryoung misses in pink, and
Altertainment of music and readings.
though the new hall was used for the
roll-call supper Tuesday evening, this entertainment was the first public use that
had been made of it. One would hardly
believe that he was in the old town house,
made.
so great a transformation has been
The door opens into a pleasant audience
The door
room of about 30x40 feet.
Mr. Silas Peaslee of Upton and Miss
and wainscot are of hard pine, and the Elizabeth Ellen Douglass of Bethel were
united in marriage at the home of the
bride's aunt, Miss Ellen Locke, and left
Thursday afternoon for a bridal trip
amid showers of rice and good wishes
of friends.
Mrs. Edmund Holt, who has been ill
for several months, passed away SaturFuneral services were
day, Feb. 22d.
held at her late residence Monday, Rev.
O. S. Pillsbury and Rev. F. E. Barton
being the officiating clergymen. Much
sympathy is expressed for Mr. Holt as
lie is left alone and in feeble health.
Two years ago Mr. and Mrs. Holt buried
their adopted son, who was their sole
dependence, and this added sorrow falls
heavily upon Mr. Holt, who has the
deep sympathy of the whole community.
Wednesday, Mr. Osmyn Smith was
buried from the home of his son, where
he had been ill for some time.
Mr. Edward King has returned from
Detroit, Mich., where he has spent several weeks.
Friday evening, despite the rain and
slush a large audience gathered in Odeon
Hall to listen to the prize speaking by
11ΛΚΚΥ TAYLOK.
the students of Gould Academy. The
walls has a paper of following programme was rendered:
up|H*r portion of the
Mise Alice L. BlUlnge.
been Overture,
pretty pattern. The old posts have
Invocation.
turned down so as to be an ornament Piano Solo,
Miriam Eliza Herrlck.
the
At
The Kiddle ToM,
Nora C. Franklin.
rather than a disfigurement.
Kcnwlcke I.lndsav Holme*.
east end are a good-sized cloak room, Tim's
Elizabeth D. Rennlnger.
Madonna.
with
stove,
and a large kitchen equipped
Ruth Rogers King.
sink, closets and many conveniences. At How the La Rue Staked Were Loet,
Charles N. Hood.
curdrop
with
is
a stage,
the west side
Victor Marshall Gehrlng.
tain. back curtain, wings, and carpet, The Street Musicians,
Alice H. Spofford.
Florence Helena Mercier.
and large spaces behind the scenes.
Amorita Mueller.
Solo.
Altogether it makes a possession upon l'lano
l>eaih Bed of Reuedlct Arnold, (ieorge Llppard
to
be
are
congratulated.
which the ladies
Guy Β urn ham Barker.
Marietta Holley.
The expense was not very large, and Tr> lng the "Rose Act."
Edith Roberts Hasting*
most of it was paid before the work was
V Soldier of the Euip're,
Thomas Nelson Page.
the
l>een
stated
has
before,
A.s
done.
E dward w elllngton Hutching.
hall hears its name in memory of the Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata.
Ruth Prescott
Emma Phllena Morse.
late Joseph C. t'ummings, who was very
Piano
Marlon Hall.
El-le
Solo,
active in helping the project idong from The Whistler,
Irving Bachelier.
the first.
Chester Howe Bean.
Margaret M. Merrill.
Beginning Tuesday afternoon, March The Soul of the Violin,
Agnes 1.1 ηwoo«l Barton.
4th, special meetings will be held in the Pleading Extraordinary,
J. T.Trowbridge
Everett Oana Brown.
Baptist church every afternoon except
The
Charlee Barnard.
and
Telegraph Signal,
every evening throughout
Saturday
Mae Wight.
the week, conducted by
Evangelists llano Duet, C irrle
Miss Hillings, Mrs. Sturdivant.
Award of Prizes.
Taylor and Hatch, both able speakers
and good singers. The afternoon meetJUDOKS:
Supt. Charles P. Barnes. Norway.
Clayton K. Brooks, South Paris.
Miss Helen M. Staples, Hanover.
All parts were well rendered and showed
earnest effort on the part of the students.
Agues Linwood Barton took first prize
and Edith Roberts Hastings second
among the young ladies, and Everett
Dana Brown first and Fenwicke Lindsay Holmes second among the young
gentlemen. Every part however deserved much credit, and the music was a
pleasing feature.
rirat
Pastor.

MAN 18 NOT MONARCH.

BUCKRELD.

BRYANT POND.

BETHEL.

Teat of

MAXIM

BLOCK,

CASTORIA

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

....

10:1-11.

1: V STKH.T TELEPIIOXK

Bears the

For Infants and ChOdren.

,,<τ*

«><""

Hi· Kind You Have Alwait Bought

Men's Rubber Boots
$2 75 and $3.00.
Notwithstanding

the fact that the wholesale

Rubbers has advanced,
for

$2.75

goods.
buy

and

If you need

here.

in the

$3.00,

More

County,

we

the
a

kinds,

and

one

on

shall continue to sell them

same

pair

price

old

price,

but all

new

you cannot do better than to

more

stock than any

two stores

of the largest in the State,

can

be found at

SMILEY SHOE STORE,
MAINE.

NORWAY,
1

S. N. SWETT, Manager and Salesman.
SrKilTEBH TELEPHONE lU-3.

F. W.

FAUNCE, Salesman.

Oxford

The

Beraocrat.

Melville Chapman w is at home overf
Sunday from Weet Bethel, where he isI

SOUTH PARIS.

THE

Mise Shorey, of Gorham, Ν. H., is a»
guest of Mrs. Herman Wilson.

employed.

TWO
ED

MAGNOLIA MINSTRELS.

NIGHTS

or

A

EVERYBODY

PARIS TOWN MEETING.

SHOW

THAT PLEAS-

AND

PACKED THE

HOUSE.

GOOD LOT OP
GETS

THE

VOTERS

The board of health will furnish free
vaccination during the month of March.
a. to
Bare your arm !

OUT.—WHEELER

ELECTION

TENDENT OF SCHOOLS.

Voted not to accept the offer of the
Trustees of Paris Hill Academy regard-

SUPERIN-

AS

▲ NEW SCHOOL

ing the use of the academy building for
a free high school.
Voted to reconsider the vote to support a school in the Hall District.
The matter of the accumulation of
surface water on Western Avenue was
left with the selectmen, they to investigate and report at the adjourned meeting
in May as to ways and means.
Voted not to build the Mountain road
this year.
Accepted the road from Western
Avenue to W. D. Clark's as laid out by
the selectmen.
Under the article relating to an appropriation for the public libraries of the
town, Mr. Wright after some discussion
moved to lay the matter on the table
until the adjourned meeting.
Voted to pay tbè moderator 93.00 for
hie services.
The meeting finally adjourned a little
after 5 o'clock, having been in working
session about six hours.
The appropriations foot up 116,842.73,
which is about $40.00 more than last

FARMERS' INSTITUTES.
The programs for the farmers' institutes to be held on March 5th, 6th and
CHURCHES.
Second Congregational Church, Rev. B. S. 7th, will be as follows:
GRANOE HALL, TURKU CENTRE, WEDNESDAY,
Rldeout, Pastor. Preaching service Sunday,
10:40 a.
Sabbath School, 13:00 M.; Men's
MARCH 5.
Soda! Meeting. 7:1ft p.
I Prayer Meeting ate 30;
"Orcharding for the Hill farms of
I
regular weekly Prayer Meeting, Thursday 10:30 A. M. New
England," by John W. Clark,
eventn*; T. P. S. C. E. Meeting Friday evenNorth Had ley, Mas*., followed by
ing? 30.
"Hay Production." by Dana Π.
UnlveraaUst Church, Rev. Caroline E. Angell,
Monte. Randolph, Vt.
Pa«tor. Preaching se^-rice on Sunday, at 1030
U.
13D P. ï. "Dairying," by Profeasor J. L.
P. C.
t. « ; Sabbath School, 13 m.; Y.
Burllnjrtoi, Vt., Director of the
1(111»,
p.
m.
.TO
7
meeting,
Vermont AKricultur.il Experiment
Methodist Chun-h, Rev. B. F. Flckett, Pastor.
.Station, followed by ten minute*'
Preaching «ervlce, Ι03(Ά. M.; Sabbath School,
talks by several successful Maine
12.-00 v.; Social Evening Meeting, 7:00 P. *.;
dairyman.
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeton
M.
"Fresh
7:30
P.
Thoughts
Poultry
ing, Friday evening.
Culture." by Dr. Ο. M. Twltchell,
Raptlst Church. Rev. E. S. Cotton, Pastor.
Sabbath School,
Augusta.
Preaching: service, 1030 a.
13:0011. Prayer Meeting Sunday evening 7 P. M.
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Krauk Ma tin. Kuuiford.
omy to build a separate high school lect your fruit now, come and compete She
run-down in Its alignment duly inade on the seventh (7) day
"
may be so nervous and
rich man pays ?20 for 1000 miles. Here
transferred said mortgage
• hat le* II M- Kenzle, Kuroford.
Clara P. Morrill
I).
A.
18X4.
of
October,
building.
"
If she is ami the debt thereby secured to Harilct M.
for the premium and help make this a health that tritles annoy her.
Kilwln C Te»gue,
J. M. v*w«rlt,lillewl.
we are contined to a personal ownership.
"
Mr. Fletcher objected to the plans preVeille I. Whitman,
Ν«*Ι I Swui. Woodstock.
Paris, which assignment Is duly
melancholy, excitable, troubled with Perkins ofInsaid
On other roads any one can ride, on any sented as insufficient to accommodate successful meeting.
··
Josephine H. Hodedon,
said Registry, book 207. page 17; and
Athlon L. Tuhlxt, Greenwood.
"
loss of appetite, headache, sleeplessness, recorded
man's book. Why is it thus? These the
l.avlna S. Morgan,
Ilontiion N. Upton. Itethel.
increase of scholars for the
whereas said Harriet M. Perkins hat slncc >'e·
probable
"
and
or
dizzy ceased, and the undersigned has been «luly ap
fainting
When you wako up with a bad taste constipation
Carrie L. Chaw,
t.eorit*· Κ Walker, Norway.
things may not always last. Prayers are next few years.
"
Charles Ε. Fogg,
I'rwtoD B. Waller, Lovell.
month you may know that you spells, she needs Electric Bitters, I he pointed and qualltlcd as Executor of her will;
going up for a shorter cut through
Considerable further discussion of in your
Ami 146 étu.lent* of Hebron Acadumv.
and whereas the condition of said mortgage has
for
&
ailing
Stomach
wonderful remedy
most
X. O.
need a dose of Chamberlain's
total, #ti 45. Turner.
been broken, now therefore, by reason of the
the matter was had, continuing for an
I>ied, at his residence, 209 Carroll
from
of
sufferers
Thousands
will
cleanse
Liver Tablets.
your women.
They
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a f 'reBuckfield, Maine.
hour or more and dealing with all posStreet, Brooklyn, N. T., on Feb. 27,
backOPITUARV
or said mortgage.
nervous
and
closure
troubles,
troubles,
female
stomach, improve your appetite
We are showing a full new line of Hamburg aiul Laces at
sible phases of the question.
Dated this 2tfth day of Kebi uary, A. D fcttJ.
P.02, William Henry Parsons, son of the
man.
Miss I.ill;» Briggs, daughter of Mr. and HAVING A RUN ON CHAMBERThey ache and weak kidneys have used it, and
that the make you feel like a new
WU. E. PERKINS, Executor
moved
Fletcher
Mr.
tiually
late Henry K. 1'arsons, Esq., of South
it. Only
at her home iu
died
and
and
M.
Perltns.
Try
to
of
Harriet
happy.
become
coated,
testament
healthy
are
Mrs.
Briggs,
am)
take,
New Patterns anil
will
sugar
of
last
being
Joseph
easy
LAIN'S COUGH REMEDY.
very reasonable
Paris. Mr. Parsons was born in South
superintending school committee ac&. Co., South Paris ;
the Whittemore District Feb. 22d, at the
in pleasant In effect. For sale by Shurtleff 50c. F. A. Shurtleff
intermediate
the
o'clock
of
grade
eleven
commodate
hours
Paris Nov. 24, 1816. He left home in
the
Between
notice.
11 months. She was
E. P. Pari in, South Paris; Ste- Noyes Drug Store, Norway, guarantee
Alao special good values in
he age of '£i years and
for the whole or a part & Co.,
early mauhood for Foxcroft where
church. She a. mm and closing time at night on Jan. some other room
Nor- satisfaction.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
a true member of the M. E.
This motion was ven·, Oxford; Noyes Drug Store,
the
administrator of the
Glade
of
was engaged for a time in mercantile
P.
year.
been
A.
Clark,
coming
has
druggist,
appointed
duly
1901,
25tb,
was also a member oi the Epworth
way.
estate of
pursuits. Later he removed to Bangor League, a Kebckah and a Granger. She Springs, Va., sold twelve bottles ol lost on a show of hands.
Director J. II. Manley of the Maine
ORIS WKEKS, late of Porter,
N. D. Bolster moved that the old
He says,
an·) was associated with the business of
Remedy.
Chamberlain's
Cough
School
Paris
High
Central railroad says that the company's In the County of Oxford, decease·!, and given
from South
new
a
and
a
graduated
removed
after
be
cashier
house
The Dirigo Telephone Co.,
a medicine that sold school
handled
Parsons & Towle. He became
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
never
and
"I
has
between
She
branch
Augusta
honors.
taught
with highest
This motion was hard-fought contest, has secured pole proposed
the estate of said deceased arc
demands
of the Farmers' Bank and held this posior gave better satisfaction to mj school house built.
will surely be built this season, desired toagainst
several terms of school with the best of better
present the same for settlement, and
for its trunk lines through the Winthrop
This Remedy has been in carried on a show of hands.
rights
tion until the passage of the National
customers."
as
the
at
held
are requested to make paysoon
were
as
thereto
Indebted
to
all
services
ground
work
the
Funeral
begin
success.
A motion to raise thirty thousand dol- city of WaterviUe.
use in Virginia for many years,
Bank act. He then removed to Boston
ment Immediately.
the M. E. church at South Paris Feb. 2β. general
opens.
was made but not
DANA E. WEEKS.
houee
1902.
was
the
build
and
to
Feb.
lars
18th,
York,
New
well
to
are
aud subsequently
acquainted
1000 yards 40 in. Sheeting in short lengths
and the people there
Kev. A. W. Pottle officiating. She died
the head of the firms of Parsons A
Many ol carried.
FKOM COBWEBS.
DIARRHŒA.
at β cents per yard.
LOCKJAW
CHRONIC
in league with Jesus. with its excellent qualities.
lived
had
she
as
when
NOTICE.
N. D. Bolster then moved that
them have testified to the remarkabh
Loud, and of Parsons, Barnes and
in Jesus, blessed sleep.
Mr. C. B. Wingfleld of Fair Play, Mo.,
Cobwebs put on a cut lately gave a
it adjourn to the
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
the
When
adjourn,
meeting
has
effected.
it
which
you
Pendleton for many years. He was active Asleep
cures
Millionb know that been duly appointed administrator of the
who suffered from chronic dysentery fni woman lockjaw.
in May, at 2 o'clock p. μ
as a ship broker and at one time owned
need a good, reliable medicine for s first Saturday
of
A CA*0
eays Chamberlain's the best thing to put on a cut is Buck- estate
us<
to take further action under this article. thirty-five years,
the
of
or
attack
At the time of hie
KINGMAN CHUKCHI LI., lute of Paris,
or
numerous vessels.
grip,
cold,
infallible healer
We, the undersigned, do hereby agree cough
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
Voted to choose a committee of thre« Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Retried) leu's Arnica Salve, tbe
and yoi
death he was one of the oldest business
Remedy
Cough
Chamberlain's
bottle
50-cent
med- of Wounds, Ulcers, Sores, Skin Erup- bonds as the law directs. All persons having
to refund the money on a
witl to act with the superintending school did him more good than any other
arc
men in that profession in New York.
Tar if it are certain to be more than pleased
For sale by F, tions, Burns, Scalds and Piles. It cures demands against the estate of said deceasedand
of Greene's Warranted Syrup of
committee and superintendent of schooli icine he had ever used.
desired to present the same for settlement,
He married Miss Sarah Maria Preeton of
cure which it affonls. For salt
We
the
cold.
or
quick
& Co., E. P. Parlin, Soutt or no pay. Only 25c at Shurtleff & Co., all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
Shurtleff
to cure your cough
A.
further
fails
of
plane
matter
in
the
submitting
Soutl
Norridgewock. a niece of the novelist, also guarantee a 25-cent bottle to prove by Shurtlefl Λ Co., E. P. Parlin,
Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noye· Drug South Paris; Noyes Drug Store, Nor- ment Immediately.
as that oommittee, N. D. Bolster,
Mrs. Lydia Maria Child. He leaves two
GEORGE W. BERRY,
Wil- Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes Druj Choae
reb. 18th, 1903.
or money refunded.
Howard Lane.
C.
Store,
Norway.
satisfactory
way, drug stores.
D.
Hammond,
W.
Sarah
Mrs.
Henry
sisters in South Paris,
Store, Norway.
liamson Λ Kimball; Ernest P. Parlin.
Morse.
Hewett and Mrs. Ann G.
βοΐ'ΤΗ ρακί· ροβτ omex.
(»S« Hour* β Du Ιο 7 Όι) a. a; s -ΰύ
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Maine
Made

Tinware

Not

cheap but

quite

durable.

Kt

dippers,

For

prices

give

$300

.·

—

prv

—

Hobbs' Variety Store

J

SON,

L» FtJr"rst
!

j

"The'uaua'l

doM\Γ"ο»

ejection·

j

Min-

|

|

ïi» h."™

Affections,

^"p.nfol-l.

M'S'sSS^^Vbte.».»

ïsvssfitîisï'i.^-eΪΙ„53K.

arti-1

amreceded

Aubirnand

κΜγΙρμ»

|

charge

intoxication

^

Eut'é.10

"Ma'aiolia

Tuewfay

White

most^lle.dis-

RiRevn

I'eïv^'1'μ"απΚ«
°°ηΤΛΰΤ.Ιΰ·'hold'thSi

t?°J

price.

50-inch White Organdi, 42, 50 and 60c.
We have the Domestic Goods at 12 1-2, 15,
18 and 25c.

"prof

S1?vTng

hereto-j
parish!

j

Pollened

wo^onE.W»es«orkg>

S

Spring

Mr.·

"alf F?eS'«ïïffit

coupes

8»;'°°

iUSaiUBarEt";rof 1°"-η

Thomas

MciiaLrle« ^Barnes,

^«"ludes

|

^

\c'idemy.
AC1\CU,J

proved'

ΧΫ

**

Smiley,

Overcoat and Suit
Markdown

CvSnCl0^eFoÎ£ ecÎ,oVls|dorFri-

2s5?°jf·

Organdi.

stylish

tester

j

Drug-gist,

Paris,

15Ti.e

sleeve^as

|

ERNEST P. PARLIN, The

?*"li"eî',.I'SÎ1i°' «ta'rned

"*

yyE

san^

quite

1

|

$12

$15

KTrndni

b'S? ΐ™ΐΐ

j

Shurtletf'sJ

occupy

Η. B. FOSTER,

».,»

"ThAî?ft^
f Γ™ TfKMhfSi=raarrived Kemis.

trIce-cream

S',iAiSp;.tKK
weDnt8to

pro-j

|

J.

j

Lved

b,l'%"fff°Vt 0?Λ„°
"sS,

NEW LACES

VACCINATION.

Dainty
patterns for fine work, also many pat-

by

the

yard

and

by the dozen.

terns for UNDER WEAR.

A full line of "MUSLIN and JERSEY
UNDERWEAR." No trouble to show

goods.

MRS. E. A. HOWE,
South Paris, Me.

CASTORIA

The Kind You Have AJwais Bought

"itm

HAMBURG
LACES.

(.rices. Entirely

Styles.

SHEETINGS AND PILLOW TUBING, READYMADE SHEETS AND PILLOW SLIPS.

N.

Dayton

Bolster & Co.,

South Paris, Maine.

HOMEMAEERS COLUMN.

A STRONG GUARANTEE.
For Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Influ-

enza, Whooping Congh and all Throat
Oomapondeaoe on topics of IsHmt to the Utdw
troubles, Bauer's Instant
la solicited. Addreu: Editor HOMMUUraa' and Lung
conceded to be
Column, Oxford Democrat. Parla. Maine.
Cough Cure is
the quickest ana surest remedy known
the brondears
and
to science. It loosens
THE FRUGAL HOUSEWIFE.

(generally

South Paris.

Organs, A LOW PRICE

Pianos and

Piano Stools,

—

Covers
-AND-

Books.

Instruction

Reasonable Prices.

Ι··Μ·
I

■

1

9

STOPPED FRCI
Jfc
K* Permmentlj Cured b|
m »R- KLINE S CREAT

I Ι Ο NERVE RESTORER
β

β

Λ

H

¥.u

or h

ConaitUati" m.

ν

m%il

ûr»i

4*r

« u·

%<a4

TRIAL WHT1.K FKKK
τ or» Jtrk'try.
p«ll«QU wbu ρ%» ·ΐι·Γ***α«τν oo
rrliif ft>r%H.V«r·

to Fil
P»rman—%: 1 S»··· ηβ< λβ » Woporw»
«ru<M ί'κυΓ,ίί»! I.ifpeV Sj'Mnii. Si Vitu*
D«6ititv. Kihauutun DB. Κ. Il Κ LISE.

931 Arch Street.

the foot above the ground In
6. A bird.
Diagonal—A gold coin.
No.

—

Carpets

Wool
to close out odd

Philadelphia,

LA.
ML

patterns and clean

Chas. F. Ri

What "Old Probabllltlee" thinks Is
shown in picture No. 1.
An old saying is illustrated in picture
Να 2.

MAINE.

38.—Anacrun.
Say! H. won that sing bird—The
name of an anniversary in February.
So.

WORMS

Ko. 39.—Charade.
My whole vaβ a queen
Of disconsolate mien
Who built h large pile In the past;
In sorrow Immersed.
She vowed to my firêt.
And that's what she vowed to my last.

teeth, starting during sleep, slow fever. tad
often in children, cenvaUiona.

40.—EnlKmai.
1. 1 am η word of four letters, two
of them the same. 1 am a very useful
article au<l am worn by a lady, a child,
a monk, a siiake, a clergyman, a flower
and a bird. I am also the name of a
famous archer who lived about the
twelfth century and a poet of modern
So.

PIN WORM

ELIXIR

Governor

Theodore'Roosevelt
Was elects! Governor of New York, first by reason
military achievements, and secondly ou account of popular belief in bis personal Integrity

of his

■

\

Î

•M worm remedy made It haa been in
ux-eiucr I Si 1.1» purely vegetable, harmless
and effectual. where no worui* are pr<-*»*ut
ll acta ad ■ Toni', and c «recta the cot! Itti'ju
of the maconi membrane of the stomach and
Λ pu»iti<(<carefor(.'on»tipation and
>>θ

Bi IotHM

Jjacenta.
Ι*

μ.

a

As*
:..

political soundne·».
Every American boy should read the biogrr.p.V.·
of this great American administrator, historian alio
«oldie r. Nowhere is the life of this reprveentati ve
American citizen more clearly and authoritatively
and

«-λ

yrA<¥¥vyv-v^¥vww*

«S-^MSTOR

•et forth than in the

NEW WERNER

Encyclopaedia
Britannica

reproach.

Ihe staunch and elegant ►teamen», "Gov.
leave
au ! "Itay State" alternately
frnkHn Wharf, Portlar.d, and India Wharf,
K<. tor, at 7.00 P. M
>tally, Sundays excepted.
Theet steamer·» meet every demand of modem
steamship service In safety, κ peed, comfort end

Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
J. F. L1SCOM13, General Manager.
T. M. Rartîett, V^ent.
PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM
ICletnxi uhI bMutin*· th« bait.

President of the U.S. Civil Servioe Commission:

ψ

i*TouK ι«·ι » luuiiant growth.
Zit.vr l'ail» to Btstor·
Ha:r to ι«· Touthful Color.
lOitvi ·' » ρ J ·«*»-■ * hair filling,

I

BAUER'S

1 a Νrave leader.
It taentious the many valuable historical works
he published, how he lead his men at Las (Juasi-

Caney, and San Juan HilL

miu>, £1

And this is only
4,000
men

out of

one

biographiesjofjioted

FOUND

IN_N(HITHER

ENCYCLOPEDIA J> j> jfc
Jus·

get the complete work, deliverpayment of One I>«.llar ($1.00) cash,

now vou can

ed f

<· ·.

ba..

;kv

<>n

in

"ζ" J~*

'■·L-,

*

T<s^

Are the Beet remedy for Colds, Headache and Grippe. They break up a Cold
quieklv, move the bowels gently, carrying off fever and other poisonous mutter
frv>;u the svstem. Guaranteed to cure.
"
Try them, ώ ccuta. For sale by

| guides

l'ooil;

K. A. shurilefr.t Co.;
l>u«lley, Bryant'·
Orln Sujveue. Ox for I.

Are You

rot sale st

F. A

Shurtleff & Co.

Super-

A FREE PATTERN

MSCALLS^

MACAZINEW

Von will if you

ever

indigestion.

ot

A gang and the Latin for "aud"Cru-et (crew et).
A tool aud a term of respect—Sau-cer.
A dairy product and a baseball player—C'ream pitcher.
A letter and a horse's gait—Decantei

have

signs

It you want to
l>olh *i-ns and indigestion take

remove

(D canter).

The singular of the twelfth sign ot
the Zodiac and tlrinly established—Fish
set.
One of the argonauts—Castor.
The fruit of a tree aud its trunk—Nut

"L. F." Aiiaod's Bitisrs

A gem
t*ên ivti*

Simp!·,

cellar.

That is, do you believe in signs?

A LADIES' ΜΑϋΑΖΙΜΪ.
b«*utiiul color«d p *tct. ifttMt
drr »*tnakin( etonctniaa ; farcy I
work, hojxhoid hmt· hctloa, a<*. iu>
K(i5«iDiki,w. «nd «β ιοί aiaat «Off
wanted Sand 1er tara·
Lady
Strllah. Knliabl·,
Up-todaiH. L >tionncal and Abaolataly
Perfect-Fitting Pa par Pattara·

Tabic FarBiihlngi.
A brief sleep and relations—Nap-kin.
A sailor and a part of a house—Salt-

stitious?

election) to e*#ry snV
Oulv 50 cents a Tear.

mur own

senbrr

tor a few

and watch the
result.

days

bowl (bole).
A place of union or diversion—Fork.
A family Inheritance—Plate.—"fable
Talk.

headquarters
Γ M- CALLifijGk
Bfim·
fAÎTERMSW Farming Tools anil Fertilizers.
Λ

We

BAZAR·

4J S.· in·. \lin*ed Md Perforate·· »5e*
t.V Basting
Se»lH u·**Only

md ij
A»» lur iham
town, or by

and

emu

aach—non· hlfhar
arary city

Sold In naar'.y
mall from

THE MoCALL CO..
113-ll- U; West Hit SU
YOUL

Wanted.
Poplar

delivered

at my

mill, South

Paris, of regular size and length.
Will pay market price for same.

L. P. HAWKINS, South Paris.

for

are

Key to the Pmilfr.
27.—Jumbled Quotation: "Love
•ought is good, but given unsought Is
better."
No. 28.—A Company Puazle: Co-uunNo.

We can show you some of the best swivel atid
iaml side plows In the market, both In steel ami
wood beams. We have

Spading and Spring-tooth

Disc,

rows, Corn
We

are

Har-

drum.
No. 29.—Fractions: 1. Plum. 2. Linen.
3. Potato. 4. Doughnut.
No. 30.—Missing Uhyme: Rear, dear,

Planters, Cultivators, &c.

also agents for the

Walter A. Wood

Harvesting Mach:nery.

We have In stock three full car loads of Fertilisers. We carry four of the leading brands.

queer.
No. 31.—Double Zigzag: From 1 to 10,
Revolution; from 11 to 20. Versailles.
Crosswords—1. Recovery. 2. Deafness.
3. Ravager». 4. Shooters. 3. Helmsman. 0. Cupidity. 7. Tactless. 8. Disabled. U. Troubled. 10. Praucers.
Ko. 32.—A Papular Saying: All the
world loves a lover.
No. 33.
Wordmaklng: 8weden. 1.
Weedv 2. End. 3. Dew. 4. Need. 5.
9.
Ed* h
Seed. 7. Wed. 8. See.
Ewe. 10. News.
No. 34. -Charade: Hand-led. handled.
Ida.
No. 35.—Hidden Names: Abo.
seer, mere, sear,

A. W. Walker & Son,

South

Part*,
Mar. 11.1901.

Main·.

Ferry Property For Sale.

The undersigned wishes to sell all
his boats, ropes and other ferry property at Rum ford Center.
Inquire of proprietor at Rumford
Center.
FRANK E. ABBOTT.

E. W.

—

CHANDLER,

Clare.

Builders' Finish I

('renal lîaliîi ie plac.d Into the noetrUa, spreads
'.'rrne anil is absorbed. Relief le ho©rrr ttî 10
med ,.e (U. '< α cure follows. It Id not drying—doe·
ti ; [iroducc aneezlug. Large Size, 50 cent· at Dru^< or by mail; Trial Sue, 10 centa by mail.
^

ill.Y UUOTUEKS, 34 Warren Street, New York.

The beet ot «11 Pills

1 will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
Size or Style at reasonable prices.

If

you would
knowledge of men,

Also Window & Door Frames.

are

Rekcham's.

acquire a profound
study women.

A household necessity—Dr. Thomas'
If in want of any kind of Finish for Inside or Eclectric Oil. Heals
burns, cuts, wounds
< >utstde work, send In
orders
Pine
Lumyour
of any sort; cure· sore throat, croup,
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

catarrh, asthma;

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for

ΤΗΞ

t.

W.

Snmner,

never

fails.

True patriots work for their country's
future instead of ooasting of its past.

sale.

CHANDLER,

TOY GRAPHOPHONE. SALESMEN WANTED
West

CURE A COLD IN ONE DAT
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it
TO

Maine.

I

fails to cure.
F. W. Grove's signature
our Interests
in Oxford ami ai|)scent counties.
F. A. Shurtleff Λ
Salary or on each box. 25c.
commission. Address
Co.
THK VICTOR OIL COMPANY.
Cleveland. Ohio.
When a man does wrong it is a poor
excuse to say there are others.

BMUlioofs Greatest Entertainer
lost Fascinatiiijc ot all Toys
MmW ttifi are ckiMre* tfcere ilinW at·· be

A TOY ORAPHOPHONE
PLAYS BASO MtSK
VU NtKSfRY SONGS
REPEATS MOINfR OOOSI BIT MIS

Send $1.50 and the TOY will be
defivered expressage

prepaid.

Kbdol
Cure

Dyspepsia
Digests

what yon eat.

This preparation contains all of the
digestauts and digests all kinds of
food. It gives instant relief and never

[ails to cure. It allows you to eat all
the food you want. The most sensitive
stomachs can take it. By its use many
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed. Is
unequalled for the stomach. Child·
re α with weak stomachs thrive on it.
First dose relief··. ▲ diet unnecessary.

«BU PHONOGRAPH (Ml prepared
164 Τrem oof St., BOSTON.

only by E. 0. DbWitt Λ Co.. Chfcaas

jSTfL boïtU coaCAaaSH ÎlmMthtlâg. tt+

ALL SUBJECTS.

a risk when in Bauer's Instant
Cure you have a remedy that acts
quick and sure. It ie pleasant toattake
the
and does not cause that nausea
stomach so commonly following the use

such

run

Cough

take

cough cures. Children
Bauer's Instant Cough Cure and they
This famous remedy is sold
like it.
other

can

under the strongest guarantee possible.

If it does not do the work your money
will be cheerfully refunded. For sale by
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's Pond; Orin Stevens, Oxford.
It sometimes happens that cheap nois dear at half the price.

toriety

Dr.
"A dose in time saves lives."
Wood's Norway Pine Syrup; nature's
remedy for coughs, colds, pulmonary
diseases of every sort.

A wise man doesn't believe all he
hears, but a fool believes more than he
plants.
Pulverized alum possesses the prop- hears.
erty of purifying water. A large spoonFoley's Kidney Cure makes the kidney
ful stirred into a hogshead of water will
Contains nothing
so purify it, that in a few hours the dirt and bladder right.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin
will all sink to the bottom, and it will be injurious.

fresh and clear as spring water. Four Stevens, Oxford.
gallons may be purified by a tea-spoonA man whq gets in on the ground
ful.
for a
Suet and lard keep better in tin than floor and stays there has no use
fire escape.
earthen.
Suet keeps good all the year round, if
THE COUGH
chopped and packed down in a stone
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
jar, covered with molasses.
Pick suet free from veins and skin,
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
melt it in water over a moderate fire, let a cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay.
it cool till it forms into a hard cake, Price 25 cents. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
then wipe it dry, and put it in clean
Two people may be able to live as
paper in linen bags.
I)o not let coffee and tea stand in tin. cheaply as one, but it depends on
Scald your wooden ware often; and keep whether they are married or engaged.
your tin ware dry.
AT THIS
Never allow ashes to be taken up in
wood, or put into wood. Always have Coughs, colds, croup, grip, bronchitis,
your tinder-box and lantern ready for throat and lung troubles cured by One
Have im- Minute Cough Cure.
use, in case of sudden alarm.
Absolutely safe.
portant papers all together, where you Acts at once.
can lay your hand on them at once, in
case of fire.
Any true American is bound to get a
Keep an old blanket and sheet on pur- nuive on himself, even if it's only for the
pose for ironing, and on no account purpose of chasing a delusion.
suffer any other to be used. Have plenty
Hiveeare a terrible torment to the
of holders always made,
that your
towels may not be burned out in such little folks, and to some older ones.
service.
Easily cured. Doan's Ointment never
permanent cure.
Keep a coarse broom for the cellar fails. Instant relief, cents.
No good At any drug store, 50
stairs, woodshed, yard, etc.
housekeeper allows her carpet broom to
David said in haste that all men are
be used for such things.
was wise enough not to say
Have all the good bits of vegetables liars; but he
man at a time.
and meat collected after dinner and it leisurely to one

as

"stops

SEASON-

never

be used there.

/lofΐ/>α/]

others.

Xo. 44.—Λ Few Poaea.

Aa Oak Bookcase.

Oulde to Systematic Reading
Freight charge· prepe'O.

ex-

Constant

let your white napkins

Now send your best girl a box of strawberries and thus convince her that you
Soap
your dirtieet clothes, and soak
didn't go broke during the holidays.
chil- them in soft water over
night.
what
Use hard soap to wash your clothes,
La
quickly to the

1. The pose of one who mediates foi
another. 2. The literary poise. 3. The
argumentative pose. 4. The pose of an
official who degrades a person. 5· The
pose of one who Is contrary. 0. His
pose who "pops the question."

stuall monthly payments.

Fr- J" £-<

I

Qruj\

jixjAdtu*y-·

a:-.

following

My primais name what most
dren like to do. My finals name
Soft soap
and soft to wash your floors.
most children do not like to do.
1. A cushion for the head. 2. Two- is so slippery that it wastes a good deal
flftbe of locomotive. 3. Branch of a in washing clothes.
Keep a bag for odd pieces of tape and
stag's horn. 4. To twitch strongly.
strings; they will come in use. Keep a
bag or box for old buttons, so that you
Ko. 42.—Pl.
may know where to go when you want
Eee het yad nlbges ot laarb.
one.
Nda eht Kilth stoohs kile a kreats
Run the heels of stockings faithfully;
Fo bustle relf. Het dwln wolbs locd,
and mend thin places, as well as holes.
Ellwh het glnnorm thod dunfol.
"A stitch in time saves nine."
A little salt sprinkled in starch while
Ko. 43.—Arltbjuoitraph.
it is boiling, tends to prevent it from
(A domestic tyrant.]
sticking: it is likewise good to stir it
2, 4. 7, 0. to conduct; a heavy metal. with a clean spermaceti candle.
9, it, 7, 8, much valued, costly, preA few potatoes sliced, and boiling
water poured over them, makes an excious.
cellent preparation for cleansing and
2, 3. 8. 6. to attract, to entice.
1, 4, 7, 8. to suffer, to carry; a wild stiffening old rusty black silk.
Lime
pulverized, sifted through
animal.
coarse
and stirred up tolerably
δ, 7, 8, 9, an ancient name for a poet thick inmuslin,
white of eggs, makes a strong
or minstrel.
Plaster of
cement for glass and china.
Θ, 8, 7, 3, a dull color.
Paris is still better, particularly for
0, 3, β, 2, a contest between two per- mending broken images of the same masons.
terial.
It should be stirred up by the
1, 8, G, 7, 9, a most useful food.
spoonful, as it is wanted.
When plain tortoise-shell combs are
2, 0, 7, 9. 4. 8, one who rulee and

luxury o! traveling.

President of the New York Police Commission;
A-st. Secy, of the Nary; Lieutenant-Colonel and
litter Colonel of the "Bough Riders," and now
I Sn Y rk.
-racier ··· him as a thorough scholar, an
I:
In iefiitiicable sportsman, a typical frontiersman

the

If you are troubled to get soft water
for washing, fill a tub or barrel half
full of ashes, and fill it up with water,
so that you may have lye whenever you
want it. A gallon of strong lye put into
a great kettle of hard water will make it
Some people uv»
as soft as rain water.
pearl as h or potash; but this coets something, and is very apt to injure the texture of the cloth.
If you have a strip of land, do not
Both ashes and suds
throw away suds.
are good manure for bushes and young

kitchen;

41.—Doable Acroatle.

Ko.

I»1nif>ey"

It tells how after graduating from Harvard, he
studied law, was a member of the N.Y. Assembly;

give

prevents pneumonia.
coughing racks and inflames
their action and
weakens
It
the lungs.
consumption often follows. Why do you
chial tubes and

times.
2. 1 am a word of three letters naming an animal. Add a heavenly body
to me, and you will see a very bright
luminary. Take that away and add a
flower, and you will see a beautiful
Add five
wild flower iu the hedges.
letters to me, and you will hear some
are set away; that
very bad verses. I am the emblem of minced before they
SURGEON'S KNIFE NOT NEEDED.
be in readiness to make a little
fidelity and buve often been known to they may
Surgery is no longer necessary to cure
or breakfor
mince
meat
savoury
supper
save lives even at the expense of my
Witt's Witch Hazel Salve cures.
fast. Take the skins off your potatoes piles. I)e
own, and yel some are ungrateful
For bruieee, sores and skin diseases it is
before they grow cold.
Beware of counterfeits.
enough to make my name a byword of
Have plenty of crash towels in the unequalled.

and a valuable remedy in all
eomplai-tn c·» children. Ptico
v>ur druggist forit.
Γ. TIC CE Λ t o., Aut urn. Me.
.Γ
l· rt* paaifh^l.
1
Τ» ο
*:

m

Sj^TH£\.

a

Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

NORWAY,

modern housewife "who Is not ashamed

of economy," we
tracts:
HINTS ON

Hundred·of Children «ad «doit» h·*· «orme
but ar>treate>l for other dut·»#»». Thenjmptuineare -indigeetiou, with a *»rUbl· appetite. foal tongue ; ulra»»β breath ; hard and
full belly with occaaional gnpmgeand paine
alioMt thenarrl eye· heavy and anil ; itching
of t he no»» short, dry couch ; grinding of the

V

37.—IIla·*rated Btbaiti.

up stock.

AT

um

ON

Among the possessions of my greatgrandmother was found a email yellowcovered book entitled, "The American
Frugal Housewife, dedicated to those
who are not ashamed of economy, by
walking. Mrs. Child," and published in 1836.
Its delapidated condition shows hard
usage, and with the hope that these oldtime aids to frugality may help the

3β.—Diâfoaal.
1. A species of sea duck. 2. A fabulous anluiaL 3. A collection of laws; an
abridgment. 4. A contrivance to raise
Ko.

RAW OR INFLAMED LUNGS

Yield rapidly to the wonderful curative and healing qualities of Foley's
Honey and Tar. It prevents pneumonia
and consumption from a haid cold settled on the lungs. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Wise

is

the

prophet

who does not

sdlow his predictions to go

on

record.

CONVINCE YOURSELF

that Ely'· Cream Balm deserves all that
has been said of it as a means of quick
relief and final cure of obstinate cases of
nasal catarrh and hay fever. A trial size
sosts but 10 cents.
Full size 50 cents.
Sold by druggists and mailed by Ely
Brothers, 56 Warren St., New York.
Messrs. Ely Bros.—Please send me one
)ottle of Cream Balm, family size.
I
;hink it is the best medicine for catarrh
η the world.
Very respectfully,
J. M. Scxoltz.

flio nnliuli

mfiv

Κα

ranoivo<l hv

grippe coughs yield

wonderful curative qualities of Foley's
noney and Tar. There is nothing else
"just as good." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Orin Stevens, Oxford.

alongside

If a man can live

a

public

school for two years without losing his
temper the recording angel ceases to pay
any attention to his actions.
"I owe my whole life to Burdock
Blood Bitters. Scrofulous sores covered
my body. I seemed beyond cure. Β. B.
B. has made me a perfectly well woman."
Mrs. Chas. Hutton, Berville, Mich.

weeping at
funeral)—Which of your children is
dead? JMartha—De one in de hearse,
missus.
Lady (to colored

woman

<0
''hie

lifBalur· ia

ko

nm*dj

ou

every l>ox of tha

genuine

τ»"*·
Bromo-Quinine
fold in
day
that

Laxative

πιγμ

u

·η«

JUST ONE BOY'S WAT
THE DRAMA THAT WAS ENACTED ON
A STREET CAR.
Th.t

A Poekct

Held

ttoj

KBilaeetly Satisfactory to the Per
■latent Yomn«Mer.

When this email boy on the Ninth
etreet car went Into hie clothing aftei
his car fare, the other passengers be·

t.-aved little or no Interest In him. He
was nn ordinary, enub noeed,
faced boy of iflne or ten <and "
urctty safe to assume that he had the
nickel necessary for a ride or he would
not have swung aboard, and so
oasseuge#* paid little or no attention to
The men, as usual, occupied
Mm
themselves in pretending that they
weren't looking at all at the good
ing women In the opposite seats, and
the women, also as usual, endeavored
to convey the Impression that tlie>

'reckJ®

lik-

»a»

"eut

man

wltliln

a

Hundred mllea or

when thle small boy began to
have his troubles all hands got to lookIn- him over. Everybody, it would aptikes to see a small boy In trouble

Sr.

UDThe boy
of the

little overcoat, screwing himself into

many possible attitudes as he stood
and wriggled In the aisle and Anally
after terrlAc exertion, he brought forth
a penny, half buried In a lot of woolly
etuff from the coat. Then he turned
his attention to the linlug of the lef
hand pocket of his overcoat. After ftl
most superhuman dlAlcultles, In the
of whlcb It looked »»tttl.e l»y
mlcht get himself wrapped around an
Invisible axis several times in such a
manner

that he could never

get right

again, he produced another penny,

a eo

wadded In woolen lint belonclng to the overcoat.
A couple of elderly men who»
reading papers side by side at the! en

plentifully

of the car began to get nervous. They
pushed back their spectacles and stud
led the boy's movements anxiously.
-Fare, there, son!" said the conduct-

nn

right here In the store.

"A woman will make a purchase and
out her purse to pay the bill, but if
the happens to have to part with a
clean, criep note In making up the
amount she looks greatly annoyed. I've
women with fat wads of bright

pull

jwen
brand

°Tho

The Kind Ton Have Always Bought, and which has been
in nee for over 30 year*, has borne the signature of

bille flustered when they
came to pay for purchases because
they hadn't sufficient old money to
meet the charges. They would dig out
the contents of their purses and stow
the crisp notes to one side, and if they
couldn't scrape up the sum in a few
cases I've known them to go out withnew

and has been made under bis personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
"
"
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Just-as-good arc but
health of
the
Experiments that trifle with and endanger
Infanta and Children—Experience against Experiment.

out buying.
"Others will give utterance to little
feminine exclamations of dismay and
will hastily pay for the articles selected in the new money. Then they will
march off with quite a show of Indig-

What is CASTORIA

Caetoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is 1'ieasaut. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its ago is its guarantee. It destroys Worm*
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates tho Food, regulates tho
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

nation, Just as if they had been inveigled into spending the money.

"I know one man who η 1 ways takes
his salary home In beautiful, clean certificates. He has caught on t > this peculiarity of the sex, and he says it
eaves him all kinds of money."—Phila-

The Crocodile.

crocodile's lower jaw Is not
socketed in the skull, as is the case
with other animals, but the skull Is
The

Bears the

What lie Wanted to Soy.
"Prisoner at the bar." said the judge,
"Is there anything you wish to say hefore sentence is passed on you?"
The prisoner looked wistfully toward
the door and remarked that lie would
like to say "Good evening," if it would

agreeable
\o1

In Use For Over 30 Years.
TM( CINTAUR COMPANY, TT MUKNAV STftCCT,

much trouble In

getting

mamma, I do wish I

Blue Prints

vory bottom of this salvage was jet
another penny. All the other passenmen
gers except the two elderlj
breathed sighs of relief, but tbey want>
ed to read their papers. aud >tt tluy
couldn't while this boy was engaged lu
his eventful search, with the cbu'u>*
about even whether he'd win out or

me.—Harka Lite

COIiOR»,

IIEDIU IONXi

Miss

Libby,

Norway, Maine.

-

SLEIGHS !

SLEIGHS !

Doecrlptlou.

Evory

Come and

lias arrived.

H. P.

back.

A lame, a weak, an aching back
Tells of your kidney ills.
Backache is the kidneys' warning.

C HURCH

Pillows,

Supplice,

Amateur

■

BID BACKS
painful

TER

on cloth and made up in Sofa
Glove Cases, Cushions, 4c.

Of

A

*

PHOTOS.

another cent when it Anally
appearance. This went Into his mouth
to join the other two. At this point th
two elderly men coughed violently and

next began a laborious exploration of his right band
l
bocker pocket, from which b
duced and bestowed in his overcoat
pocket many article, peculiar to bo>smarbles, a piece of wax. a rustj ook
lug knife, two or three printed cellu
loid buttons, and so on-and at the

W

WOOD,
PLATINE A(lVARFXLE«i,

It out as be

^TheNioy

»0«* CITV.

XX

ηΐίΒΛΤ

£d had in getting it in. buUtchUched
made its
scowled at the boy as If to saj
they wished the Infernal business weio
done with, but the others who were
watching the boy's moves looked sjm-

NIW

Sennlhle Man.

Daughter—Oh,

Km

as

Signature of

the company.

to
a

ALWAYS

Tie Kind You Haïe Always Bought

legs.

be

CASTORIA

GENUINE

socketed In the Jaw. so that the animal can lift the upper part of its head
as upon a hinge and so capture whatever prey may be at hand without going to the trouble of getting ui»on its

pretty!
Mother—You needn't, dear. Sensible
boy gazed reproachfully at the
conductor, stuck the two foundpennlee men think very little about beauty.
In his mouth and continued his weird
Daughter—Rut It Isn't sensible men
exertions to assemble bis fare.
I'm thinking about, mamma; it's CharHe unbuttoned li.s ολ ei coat
lie!
simple process of giving it a yank from
to top. and then he dug into
the right band pocket of his jacke
That pocket, too. seemed to be liningless, and the boy had to grope through
It like a cat clawing for the exit of a
bag. At length he got to the end of It,
and an expression of acute relief crossed his freckled features. The hand was
wedged in so tightly that he had about

bbeldevelopment

Sneumonla.
tevens, Oxford.

women

Were

not.
them with pulverized rottenA man of strong will can make any
"Fare now there, kid!" Raid the constone and oil.
The rotten-stone should woman do anything that she wants to do.
ductor. once uiore tackling the boy.
It looks betbe sifted through muslin.
Tlie boy banded him the four penulvs
FOR THE COMPLEXION.
The
ter to be rubbed on by the hand.
The complexion suffers from bilious- from bis mouth after very politely rubjewelers afterward polish them with dry
DeWitt's Little bing them off on his overcoat sleeve,
rovge paicder; but sifted magnesia does news or conetipation.
just as well—and if the ladies had rouge, Early Risers keep the liver and bowels and be said, with a very boyish grin:
perhaps they would, by mistake, put it healthy, and remove the cause of such
"I got the other one somewheres.
upon their cheeks, instead of their troubles.
Walt a minute, nflster."
their
comand
combs;
thereby spoil
Then the boy gaaed up at the celling
Nine men out of ten who start at the
plexions.
car and studied for a moment,
The best way to cleanse gold is, to top reach the bottom, but nine men out of the
wash it in warm euds made of delicate of ten who start at the bottom stay while the other passengers except the
two elderly men, who looked ferocious,
soap, with ten or tifteen drops of sal there.
volatile in it.
This makes jewels very
•rooted for him with all their might.
COLD
A
PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS
brilliant.
The boy felt tentatively at his left
Straw carpets should be washed in
but never follows the use of Foley's band knickerbockers pocket, but it was
salt and water, and wiped with a dry, Honey and Tar.
It stops the cough,
plain to sec that be kuew that was no
coarse towel.
They have a strong tend- heals and strengthens the lungs and go. For about half a minute be looked
ency to turn yellow; and the salt pre- affords perfect security from an attack worried, and the
sympathetic passenvents it.
Moisture makes them decay of pneumonia. Refuse substitues. F. Α.
worried along with him. as could
soon; therefore they should be kept Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford. gers
be seen by the tense expression on
thoroughly dry.
In nine cases out of a possible ten it is their faces as they regarded every
SIMPLE REMEDIES.
one's own fault when the unexpected movement of the boy with strained,
Cotton wool, wet with sweet oil and
happens.
almost feverish attention. Then the
ear-ache
relieves
the
very
paregoric,
boy reached into a back pocket of his
soon.
PRACTICALLY STARVING.
knickerbockers, brought forth one of
A good quantity of old cheese is the
"After using a few bottles of Kodol
best thing to eat, when distressed by
those celluloid traveling soap boxes,
relief
received
wife
Dyspepsia Cure my
eating too much fruit, or oppressed from a chronic case of stomach trouble," somewhat battered, took off the lid,
with any kind of food. Physicians have
in α lot of juiik, was
says J. R. Holly, real estate, insurance and there, buried
given it in cases of extreme danger.
and loan agent, of Macomb, 111. "Before the other cent
for
Honey and milk is very good
The sigh of relief that ran around
using Kodol's Dyspepsia cure she could
worms;*so is strong salt water; likewise not eat without suffering. She is now that car
was distinctly audible. The
molasses
taken
and
powdered sage
entirely cured."
passengers, men and wosympathetic
freely.
men, settled themselves back In their
and
fair
is
who
Equal parts of camphor, spirits of
The coquette
fat,
smiled at the boy, and two or
wine and hartshorn, well mixed, and
forty may not be a goose—and she is no seats and
rubbed upon the throat, is said to be
three of them looked as if they wanted
chicken.
spring
to Jump up and suggest cheers. The
good for the croup.
FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR
A rind of pork bound upon a wound
two elderly men coughed violently
occasioned by a needle, pin or nail, pre- Cures
coughs and colds.
again, readjusted their spectacles and
vents the lock-jaw. It should be always Cures bronchitis and asthma.
again on their newspapers.
began
ie
to
applied. Spirits of turpentine good
Cures croup and whooping cough.
Then the small boy Bat down, took a
prevent the lock-jaw. Strong soft soap, Cures hoarseness and bronchial troubles.
neat looking change purse from the inmixed with pulverized chalk, about as Cures pneumonia and la grippe.
thick as batter, put in a thin cloth or
Orin Stevens, side pocket of his overcoat, dumped
F. A. Shurtleff <k Co.
the contents—about $2 in quarters,
bag, upon the wound, is said to be a Oxford.
nickels and dimes—into his hands and
preventive to this dangerous disorder.
Boiled potatoes are said to cleanse the
The poet is born—unless he writes a 'began counting it whereupon the pashands as well as common soap; they prearticle that nobody can under- sengers who had been rooting for him
magazine
vent chops in the winter eeason, and keep
stand; then he is made.
but a moment before instantly froze
the skin soft and healthy.
and looked at him as if they considerBurnt alum held in the mouth is good
ed him a bad lot and a boy bound
for toe canker.
Important te Mothers.
straight for state's prison or worse.—
A poultice made of ginger or of com- T"·1" carvfoOy arery bottl· of CASTORIA,
mon cliickweed that grows about one's aaafe and sot* remedy for Infanta and children,
Washington Star.
dcor in the country, has given gTeat re- and eae that It
lief to the tooth ache, when applied freA Case of "Quit·."
Bear» the
quently to the cheek.
Clerical Customer (arousing himself
Night sweats have been cured, when Signalai» of
more powerful remedies had failed, by
from a nap in α barber's chair)—All
la Un IH Over SO Yaara.
fasting morning and night, and drinking
thrmifcli. eh?
Ite Kind Tea Bm Always Booffct
cold sagV tea constantly and freely.
Bnrber—Yes, sir; quite some time
Vinegar curds, made by pouring vinDe good dies young; but dese gray- ago.
gar into warm milk, put on warm, and
Clerical Customer—Indeed! Then I
changed pretty frequently, are excellent headed sinners is too skeered ter die at must hare been
indulging in a quiet
to subdue inflammation.
all.
Chalk wet with hartshorn is a remedy
nap.
for the Bting of a bee; so is likewise COUGH SETTLED ON HER LUNGS.
Barber—You surely have, sir.
table salt kept moist with water.
Clerical Customer—It was certainly
"My daughter had a terrible cough
Boil castor-oil with an equal quantity which settled on her lungs," says N. very kind of you not to awaken me.
"We tried a
of milk, sweeten it with a little sugar, Jackson of Danville, 111.
The rest has done me good, and 1 am
stir it well, and, when cold, give it to great many remedies without relief, unthankful to you for what was
children for drink. They will never sus- til we gave her Foley's Honey and Tar, very
a very refreshing sleep.
Refuse substitutes. really
pect it is medicine, and will even love which cured her."
Barber—Don't mention It, elr. It's
the taste of it.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co. Orin Stevens, OxAs molasses is often given to children ford.
only a fair return. I attended service
at your churoh last Sunday.—Boston
as a gentle physic, it will be useful to
know that West India molasses is a
Falling in love le inspiration; staying Courier.
mowhile
there is habit. ;
sugar-baker's
gentle cathartic,
lasses is slightly astringent.
Πι»»· l-'oollab (Juration·!
Blackberries are extremely useful in
A SEVERE COLD FOR THREE
Benevolent Old Lady—How old are
cases of dysentery.
To eat the berries
MONTHS.
.toil, sir?
is very healthy: tea made of the roots
Tin· Youngster—Thirty-five.
letter from A. J. NusThe
following
leaves ie very bénéficiai; and a syrup
of Batesville, Ind., tells its own
ΐ;.·ιΐι·νο1ι·ηι Old Lady—Bachelor?
made of the berries ie still better. Black- baum
"I suffered for three months with
Tin· Youngster—Alas. yes.
berries have sometimes ] effect a cure story:
A druggist prepared roe
a severe cold.
Biiievoii'tit old Ijidy—Ah. too bad.
when physicuvne despaired.
a physician preBome medicine, and
If a fellon or run-round appeara to be
."low loug?— New York Times.
I
scribed for me, yet I did not improve.
coming on the finger, you can do nothing then tried Foley's
Honey and Tar, and
Their l.lftle Spat.
better than to soak the finger thoroughly
doses cured me." Refuse substiin hot lye. It will be painful, but it will eight
hear you have fallen ont
Boggs—I
Orin
A
Co.
tutes. F. A. Shurtleff
cure a disorder much more painful.
sweetheart.
with
your
When the toe nails have a tendency to Stevens, Oxford.
Joggs- Yes. She got an Idea Into
turn in, so as to be painful, the nail
The witty man is never the wise man; lier head rimr I was angry at her. and
ehould be scraped very thin, and as near
the wise man is never the happy man.
it made un· angry to have her think 1
the fiesh as possible.
As soon as the
was unreasonable enough to get angry
corner of the nail can be raised up out of
DANGERS OF PNEUMONIA.
at her.-Chicago News.
the flesh, it ehould be kept from again
A cold »t this time if neglected is
entering, by putting a tuft of fine lint liable to oanse
pneumonia which is so
under it.
Ready For the Experiment.
rften fatal, and even when the patient
Next week we will give some of the
has recovered the lungs ore weakened,
His Fiancee—Are you sure you would
recipes.
to
making them peculiarly susceptible
love me just as tenderly If our condiof oonsumption. Foley's tions were reversed—If
you were rich
heal
individual
in
the
world
influEvery
Honey and Tar will stop the cough,
and I were poor?
ences some one person, and the greater »nd strengthen the lungs and prevent
He—Reverse oar conditions and try
we make ourselves the greater we make
F. ▲. Shurtleff A Co. Orin

else.

hate to spend new
observant salesman.
"I haven't the faintest Idea why this
■hould be so, but I've noticed It often
"Most

plowed around In the
delphia Record.
right hand pocket of his shabby

rubbing

lome one

Ike Hate· to Par Oat Bllla That Are
Clean and Crlap.

money," says

Bre-thl...

as a

"ONE OF WOMAN'8 WAYS.""

see

them.

MILLETT,
801'I'll PARIS. MAINE.

STREET,

Doan's
Kidney Pills

GOOD MORNING!

Mr. Joseph Clewlcy, of 47 Church street,
bookkeeper for J. K. Kuox & Co., Lynn.
Mass., manufacturers of dies nud cutting
tools, says: "I used several prescriptions
from physlclnus, trying to Rot relief from
attacks of backache. The pain was In the
region of the kidneys, and the medicine
seemed to relieve me for the time being,
but It always returned. If I took cold It
was always worse, and at such times I
I had a severe attack
was downright sick.
and used Doan's Kidney Pills. The tlrst
box relieved me α great deal. Continuing
the treatment a short time longer I was
entirely cured, and I have had no return of

Quaker Range?

Do you

Cure every kidney ill from
Common backache to diabetes.

use a

the complaint."
For sale by all

box.

druggists; ΓΛ cents per
Foster-Milburu Co., Buffalo, Ν. Ϊ.
60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

....

Trade Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.
sketch and description πιβτ
an

Αητοηβ sending η
whether
quickly ascertain oar opinion freeCommunie*,
Invention la prohnMjr patentable.
lionsstrictly roiiUdeut I:. I. 1 Iniiduooton I'.ilenU
sent free. Oldest acency fcr securing patents.
Patents taken thioui a Muim & υ. recelvc
iptclalnulk', withoutdiar_o, IntLu

Scientific Htnerlcati.

A handsomely Illustrated worVlr. I nrcest cir.
culatlon of an? sWvmiUc Journal, 'J'émis. Î'I a
tout : four months, $!. fold •jyull newsdealer*.

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

a

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway,

& Co.ae«B'"d-'· Kew York
MUNN
Branch Office. C25 F St, Washington, D. C.
1

VIVIAN

W.

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate
On

Lowe»t Prices in the

JeiHee

Cameras and Photo

preserves and plcUies, spread
α thin contiug of

Optician.

County.

Supplies,

Wholesale and Retail.

PURE 55£FIKED
PARAFFINE

NORWAY,

MAINE.

Will keep them absolutely moisture and
acid proof. Pure Helloed Purulliue Is also
uwful in a doren other ways about the
bouse. Full directions In e*eh package.
Sold everywhere.
STANDARD OIL CO.

CASTORIA For infants and Children.
__1ΐι· Kind You Hav· Always Bought
NOW LOOK OUT I

friends.
yourself," say
•Til try to," we answer. We do tako a little
care, yet in spite of warm clothes, rubbers
sud mackintoshes, an army of people were
bowled out
by pneumonia and other lung
and chest aiseases last winter.
They
oaught cold, negleoted it, let it fix upon
them, were torn by coughs, choked by
inflammations and congestions, wasted by
fever, tired out by pain and then gave up
the fight. The hour you realize that you
have a cold on the chest, place a Benson's
Porous Plaster where the pain or oppression is felt. If you think two are needed
make it two. No harm if you w«e covered with them. They act quickly and
prevent the engorgment of blood in the
organs. In this way—with ordinary caution as to exposure—you will break up the
cold and avoid a serious sickness. No
Other application·, or any other form of
treatment, will accomplish this as certainly
and speedily. Benson's Plasters have a disttnot and positive action and are curative to
the highest degree. Use them with the same !
confidence for ooaghs, muscular rheuma- !
"Take care of

repay postage on any number ordered la

Sit United Btatea on meipt of 85c. each.

Seabury k Johnson, Mfg. Chemist·, Ν. Y

CAMERAS &

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE

oar

tjam, the grip (back and chest) and all aim· !
ilar ailments. Women, who are chief enfler- j
era bom cold weather ootepiainta, should
keep theee plasters always within reach.
Get the genuine.. All druggists, or we will

Bears the

FARMER^

for sixty yearn the XKW-VOBK WEEKLY TRI BUSK has
been » national Weekly ttrouptr, read almost entirely by (ra·
er*, an lia-* cnj<tye<I the conllilenc·! ami eupport of the American
people to a ilegrcu never attained by any Mmliar publication.

A

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER

Is made absolutely for frimer* ami their families. The flrtt
number wad Usuel Nov. 7th, luol.
Every <!e|iartm nt of ajrrlcultural Industry le covere«l by si>erlat
contributor» who .ire leaders in tbelr respective linen, a···! ttie
TRIBUNE Ε Λ KM Kit will be lu every renae, a high class, up to
(laie, live, enterprising agricultural paper. profusely Illustrated
with picture of live miim k, model farm I>uil··1ηκ" anil home*, agricultural machinery, etc.
l'armera'wive*, sons and daughters will Un i epec'al pages for

NEW
OLD

their entertainment.
Begular price, il oo per vear, but vou can buy !t with your
favorite borne weekly new pjper, THE OXFORD Di MOCRAT,
to.
one year for
Men·! vour subscriptions an>l money to THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT, South Parle, Me.

PAPER

Nrml your iiuinr sud nildrca· to the SEW-VOKk
ΤΚΙΚΙ'.ΛΚ FA H «IKK, JVrwYork City, and a
■ample eopy will be mailed to you.

Accident

i~I~

■■

Insurance.

^

If you have not an ACCIDENT INSURANCE POLICY,
why not call at the office of

W. J. Wheeler & Co., nSS

The cost ia very small. $1000, five dollars
weekly indemnity, costs $5 per year. $2000, ten dollars weekly
indemnity, costs $10 per year in preferred class. It insures
W. P. OTAXIifl,
against accidents of all olasses and pays indemnity for fatal or
non-fatal injury caused by any accident and sickness. Send for
i
Jle.
93 Main It., South Parte,
W. J. WHHELEB & 00.
and get rates.
oircular
filled.
Hall orders

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SUPPLIES !

promptly

and get one?

